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Abstract

The use of passive viscoelastic damping and active piezoelectric damping in a hybrid
side-by-side configuration is explored in this paper. The goal is to combine the strengths
of both individual methods to achieve better damping performance when targeting a single
eigenmode or multiple resonances. It is found that a hybrid configuration where a passive
constrained layer element covers the strain peak of a mode, with a active element placed
next to it performs better than a passive or active damping treatment of the same size. It
is more robust and uses lower control gains than active vibration control, and changes the
system dynamics less than passive methods.
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Summary

The problem of mechanical vibrations has always presented a challenge to engineers. In the
High-Tech industry especially where the operating scales are getting increasingly smaller, damp-
ing these vibrations is critical to ensure accuracy and reliability. Viscoelastic materials have
proven to be effective, especially in a constrained layer configuration, at damping most vibra-
tions. However, due to their frequency dependent properties, their performance is not consistent.
More recent work has dampened vibrations actively with piezoelectric transducers. These are
tuned with an active controller to sense and then dampen vibrations. Active damping increases
the system complexity and suffers from poor robustness. Both these methods have therefore
been combined in a configuration called hybrid vibration control. Numerous configurations of
hybrid damping have been studied but a promising and little researched one is where the active
and passive elements are used side-by-side.

Previous work at TU Delft by M. Kruik has explored the use of the side-by-side configuration
to dampen the first three modes of a beam. In this work separate damping methods were
considered for each mode, either active or passive. Furthermore, the frequency dependent char-
acteristics of viscoelastics were not taken into account. This thesis expands the previous work
by taking the frequency dependent behavior into account in the model, as well as exploring the
simultaneous use of passive and active methods to dampen the same mode. The Ross-Kerwin-
Ungar model is implemented into a finite element to represent the complex viscoelastic behavior.
This model is then experimentally validated and then used to study various side-by-side hybrid
damping configurations.

It is found that partially covering the strain energy peak of a mode with a constrained layer
damping patch, and placing a piezoelectric patch of the same length next to it will yield the
best damping results. This configuration has the added benefits of lower control gains for the
active part, as well as increased robustness were it to fail, being shorter than a purely passive
treatment and having less effect on the host structure dynamics. It is also shown that when
targeting multiple modes with hybrid damping, many different solutions exist and the best one
depends on the requirements for the system.
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Part I

Introduction

Motivation

Mechanical vibrations have always presented a big challenge to engineers. Whether in terms of
structural soundness, performance or simply for user comfort, vibrations can have a detrimental
effect on a system [1]. In most cases, the suppression of these vibrations is well studied and a
wide variety of solutions are available. The most common method is using viscoelastic materi-
als (VEM), like rubber, to dampen unwanted vibrations. This can be done in several different
ways, but the most common and effective is the constrained layer configuration (CLD) [2]. This
method is relatively easy to implement and effective at reducing most vibrations, particularly
at high frequencies. However, it suffers from poor performance at low frequencies and comes
with the cost of added stiffness and mass.

This type of damping might not be sufficient for applications where broadband vibrations are
present, due to the poor low-frequency attenuation. Applications in the high-tech industry,
where performance requirements are increasingly high and the methods employed - such as vac-
uum chambers, clean rooms, and lightweight structures - all have very little inherent damping,
are one such example. In the semiconductor industry specifically, compliant flexures are used
due to their excellent repeatability, accuracy, lack of maintenance and compatability with harsh
environments [3]. They are lightweight and stiff and have very little inherent damping. Even the
smallest vibrations can cause major problems, if these vibrations are not adequately suppressed,
the system performance is compromised and the throughput time increased. The previously
mentioned CLD treatment does not always meet the high requirements in these cases, therefore
other methods such as active vibration control are employed.

Active vibration control is a potential solution to this challenge. This is most often done with
piezoelectric actuators and sensors [4]. Piezoelectrics offer good attenuation at a very large
range of frequencies, including the low frequencies where viscoelastic performance suffers. How-
ever, this performance comes at the cost of increased system complexity, the need for large
control voltages and an external power source and sensitivity to model parameter errors, sensor
noise and spillover effects.

Seeing the benefits of these methods, researchers decided to combine them to achieve a hybrid
damping system. Hybrid vibration control is the combination of both passive and active tech-
niques and aims to combine the low cost and robustness of passive VEM treatments and the
high performance, modal selective and adaptive piezoelectric active control. This could offer a
good solution to the high level of damping required in the semiconductor industry. There are
many different ways to combine passive and active damping, they are presented and discussed
in the following section.

State of the art

The state of the art of hybrid damping is presented in this section. The different possible con-
figurations, challenges that are associated with them and their advantages and drawbacks will
be discussed in this section.

An overview of some of the most common configurations of hybrid damping is presented below
in figure 1. This is to give a general idea of what is found in literature, there are more possible
variations of these configurations. However, they would be too numerous to illustrate and this
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overview encapsulates the important differences.

The question can then be posed, which one of these configurations is best? Most studies so far
have looked into simultaneous action of the passive and active elements; various combinations
of constrained layer damping with piezoelectric actuators embedded into the viscoelastic layer
or on top of it [5–9]. The most common is a configuration called active constrained layer damp-
ing (ACLD). In ACLD, the constraining layer of the viscoelastic is enhanced or replaced with
a piezoelectric actuator to increase the shear in the viscoelastic layer and thus increasing the
energy dissipation. However, ACLD suffers from a loss in transmissibility due to the actuator
having to apply its force through the softer viscoelastic material, this also increases the control
gains used.

Figure 1: Overview of different hybrid damping configurations

A solution to this problem could simply be using the two different treatments side-by-side instead
of stacking them. This was first investigated by Lam et al. [10]. It proved to be a promising
alternative, suppressing the vibrations of an impulse faster than other methods, either active or
passive, with lower power consumption. The reviews by Benjeddou [8] and Trindade [9] both
looked at ACLD and various other configurations and aimed at evaluating their performance.
Benjeddou [8] stated it is important to consider the motivation for using hybrid damping in the
first place when evaluating its performance. The paper mentions purely active systems require
large input voltages and are susceptible to instability from model parameter errors, sensor noise,
the actuator/sensor dynamics as well as spillover effects. The addition of viscoelastic damping
can help mitigate these effects and generally improve stability. The paper then concludes from
numerical studies that configurations in which the active and passive damping treatments act
separately have better performance, the configurations from Lam et al. [10] and Plattenburg et
al. [11] for example.
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Trindade [9] compared the first three different configuration seen in figure 1, he came to the
same conclusion as Benjeddou, active and passive treatments used separately tend to perform
better. It was also noted that active and passive treatments of different lengths could be used,
leading to a reduction in weight.

For the control of these hybrid damping treatments most works made use of simple PD con-
trollers to convey the effectiveness and simplicity of active constrained layer damping [6]. Exam-
ples of this are direct velocity feedback and negative velocity feedback, Azvine et al. [5] showed
that these could be effective for collocated and non-collocated vibration control. A significant
advantage of using hybrid damping is the mitigation of spillover effects. This spillover occurs
when a controller of finite dimension is applied to a system with infinite degrees of freedom. This
controller cannot account for all the ‘residual’ modes which can lead to decreased performance
or even instability of the system. The addition of a passive element, like VEM, can significantly
reduce these effects, as made clear in [12].

Another challenge when designing a hybrid vibration control system and evaluating its damp-
ing performance is the modelling. Numerous studies have been carried out, both analytically
and numerically, to model viscoelastic and piezoelectric damping. Viscoelastics’ damping per-
formance is both temperature- and frequency-dependent, which adds to the complexity of the
models. The damping is often characterized through the shear modulus G. This can be chosen
as either a a constant or varying with frequency and temperature. Different methods have been
developed to represent this shear modulus: the complex modulus, Gollah-Hughes-MacTavish
(GHM) or Anaelastic Displacement Field (ADF) method to name a few [13–16]. The easiest way
to represent the frequency dependent characteristics is through the complex modulus approach.
Here G is expressed as:

G∗(jω) = G0(ω, T )(1 + jη(ω, T )),

with the superscript ∗ denoting a complex value, j the imaginary number, ω the frequency,
T the temperature and G0 the storage modulus which is obtained from manufacturer data.
The GHM and ADF methods make use of complex series in frequency or s-domain. These
last two methods are more difficult to implement and increase the model sizes considerably by
adding additional ’dissipation’ degrees of freedom. Further model reduction steps are necessary
to solve the resulting systems. These methods are more accurate than the complex modulus
approach and also allow for time domain information of the system. However, they are far
more cumbersome and difficult to implement [17, 18]. For this reason, most studies are limited
to one-dimensional beams or thin plates [11] and make use of either the complex modulus ap-
proach or a constant shear modulus. This complex modulus approach to represent the VEM
behavior can be used with relatively simple models that represent CLD patches such as the
Ross-Kerwin-Ungar model. [2].

Optimal size and placement of the damping treatments is also important for performance and
has been widely investigated. Optimization heavily depends on the goals and constraints set
out by the system designers, such as maximizing damping ratios, minimizing added weight or
minimizing control gains. For placement, most studies find that the damping treatments should
be placed on the points of maximum strain. However, when aiming to control multiple modes
with a limited amount of added weight, this can be challenging [19–22]. Lam et al. [10] used
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) to determine the optimal location of the treatment as well as
the optimal control effort. Baz et al. [6] first looked at optimal thickness of the viscoelastic layer
and optimal control gains. Kruik [23] aimed at optimizing the location of active and passive
damping on a dimensional structure by selecting one method for each mode to be damped.
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Problem definition

Previous works have shown the side-by-side configuration of hybrid vibration control to be the
most promising. These works have shown that it performs better than ACLD and improves the
robustness of the system.

The design of such a system presents a challenge. The many variables present make finding an
optimal setup difficult. The size and placement of the passive and active components determine
in large part the performance, placing the damping treatment at the point of maximum strain
usually results in the best performance. However, when faced with multiple modes to damp
and either passive or active damping, the choice of placement is not trivial. Furthermore, one
wishes not to add too much mass to a system as to significantly alter its dynamics.

A previous study has attempted to find a strategy to find an optimal configuration when de-
signing a system with hybrid damping [23]. However, this work only considered one method of
damping per eigenmode. To achieve better performance, it might be beneficial to use both active
and passive methods to dampen the same mode. Furthermore, this study ignored the complex
frequency dependent behavior of viscoelastics. This can substantially impact the accuracy of
the final result, as will be shown in this report.

Research goal & objectives

The research will focus on improving previous work on the design of optimal side-by-side hybrid
damping. The main research objective can be defined as:

Develop a design methodology for side-by-side hybrid damping by considering complex vis-
coelastic properties and simultaneous use of active and passive methods for the same eigenmode.

This goal will be achieved by realizing the following objectives:

1. Improving the viscoelastic model. The model used to describe viscoelastic behavior
should include the frequency dependence. This should be done in a way that is as straight-
forward as possible to reduce modelling complexity when designing a hybrid damped sys-
tem. The Ross-Kerwin-Ungar model with a complex shear modulus for CLD beams is
implemented in this work, due to its relative simplicity and inclusion of frequency depen-
dence.

2. Investigate parameter influence. Different parameters such as the length, height,
thickness and placement of the damping patches have a big effect on their performance.
The influence of these on the damping performance will be investigated. This is done
by individually looking at the effect of each of these parameters on the damping ratio
of an eigenmode of the system. First the placement of the individual methods will be
investigated, once the optimal placement is found the influence of other parameters will
be taken into account.

3. Study use of damping methods individually and together when targeting the
same mode. Previously, only one method, either passive or active, was used to suppress
a target eigenmode. However, by simultaneously using passive and active methods to
target the same eigenmode, superior performance could potentially be achieved. The
performance of using an individual damping method will be compared to using both
methods simultaneously. The individual patch will be replaced with a hybrid treatment
of the same size and at the same location to ensure a fair comparison. The effect on
damping performance will be evaluated, as well as changes in system dynamics, control
gains and robustness.
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Thesis outline

This thesis is presented in paper format in part II. The problem is briefly introduced then the
modelling is discussed. The results are then presented and recommendations are given for the
design of hybrid damped system, for single and multimode damping. In part III conclusions
are drawn from the results of the paper with respect to the goals set out in the introduction.
Finally recommendations are given to improve the results and further explore the field of hybrid
vibration damping. Appendix A gives a detailed look at the model, appendix B explains the
experimental setup and appendix C presents the MATLAB code which was used to model the
system.
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Part II

Hybrid vibration control with concurrent
active piezoelectric and passive viscoelastic
damping
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Hybrid vibration control with concurrent active piezoelectric and

passive viscoelastic damping

Abstract - The use of passive viscoelastic
damping and active piezoelectric damp-
ing in a hybrid side-by-side configuration
is explored in this paper. The goal is
to combine the strengths of both indi-
vidual methods to achieve better damp-
ing performance when targeting a single
eigenmode or multiple resonances. The
hybrid method performs better than a
passive or active damping treatment of
the same size. It is more robust and uses
lower control gains than active vibration
control, and changes the system dynam-
ics less than passive methods.

1 Introduction

The problem of vibrations has always pre-
sented a challenge to engineers. Whether in
terms of structural soundness, performance of
simply user comfort, these vibrations can have
a detrimental effect on a system. The most
common method to combat these vibrations is
with the use of viscoelastic materials (VEM).
This has been well studied in the past and
is a simple and effective solution. These are
often used in a sandwich configuration known
as constrained layer damping (CLD) [2]. This
increases the shear in the viscoelastic and al-
lowing it to dissipate more energy. Modelling
these materials’ frequency dependent damping
characteristics has produced different methods
to accurately capture these properties. A fre-
quency domain approach is the easiest way to
construct a model for VEM [24]. Time domain
approaches also exist but are more complex to
implement [14]. The main drawbacks of using
VEM and CLD is the mass and stiffness they
add to the system, and their poor performance
at low frequencies.

The most recent development is the use of
piezoelectric transducers (PZT) as actuators
and sensors with a control loop to actively sup-
press vibrations [4]. PZTs offer good vibration
attenuation at low as well as high frequen-
cies and can be tuned to specific requirements.
However, they are much more complex to im-
plement than VEM, they require large control
voltages and are sensitive to variations, sensor
noise and spillover effects [25].

The advantages that both the previously men-
tioned methods have been combined in what
is known as hybrid active-passive vibration
control. This combines passive viscoelastic
damping with active piezoelectric damping.
There are many different possible configura-
tions, each with their benefits and drawbacks.
Active constrained layer damping (ACLD) has
been largely researched [6, 18, 26]. This places
a PZT on top of the CLD treatment, either
replacing or enhancing the constraining layer.
The main idea is to increase the shear in the
VEM to dissipate more energy. However, this
requires high control voltages for the PZT be-
cause it has to act through the VEM layer.

Researchers found that the configuration where
the viscoelastic and piezoelectric elements are
used concurrently in a side-by-side configu-
ration performs better than ACLD [14, 27].
This has the advantages of lower control volt-
ages for the active PZT, resulting in increased
controller stability. Another advantage is the
robustness that the viscoelastic adds to the
system. It would ensure that in the event that
the active control fails or becomes detuned,
there would still be damping present. Despite
this method being a promising way to combine
active and passive vibration control, it is still
not yet well researched.
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Previous work by Kruik [23] has developed a
simple method to aid the design of a hybrid
damping system. However, this method lacks
certain important aspects of VEM modelling
and only considers one method of damping
per mode. Modelling VEM is challenging due
to its complex frequency dependent behavior.
Researchers often chose to ignore this or imple-
ment cumbersome methods to represent this.

The models that can most accurately repre-
sent VEM’s are the Gollah-Hughes-MacTavish
(GHM) [13] method and the Anaelastic Dis-
placement Fields (ADF) [16] method. These
are used in conjunction with finite element
models and add additional dissipation degrees
of freedom to the model. This results in in-
creasing model sizes, that require additional
model reduction steps to be solved [14]. To
avoid these convoluted methods, a different
method was employed in this paper, one which
can be easily implemented yet still captures
the frequency dependent behavior know as the
Ross-Kerwin-Ungar method [2]. Finding a
simple and reliable method and certain rules
of thumb to add damping to a system could
greatly simplify and expedite the design pro-
cess.

This paper aims to investigate the use of both
active and passive methods to suppress the
same mode. In section 2 a simple model is
presented that captures the frequency depen-
dent characteristic of VEM. Then the mod-
elling of PZT and the tuning of the controller
is discussed. The model is then validated with
an experiment. Section 3 explores different
ways of combining active and passive damping,
first for the same mode and then for multiple
modes. Finally recommendations are given to
aide the design of added damping onto a sys-
tem.

2 Modelling

A model is used in this paper to determine
the performance of the damped system. First
the host structure is modelled using the Euler-
Bernoulli approach. Then the Ross-Kerwin-
Ungar (RKU) was selected to model the CLD

elements because of its relative simplicity and
ability to capture VEM frequency dependence.
The modelling of active piezoelectric damping
is then presented. Finally the model is experi-
mentally validated.

2.1 Beam modelling

The base beam structure is modelled using
Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. This is a sim-
ple method to represent linear elastic beams.
This model assumes a one dimensional slender
beam, with small deflections and only lateral
loads. The choice was made for this model be-
cause it can be combined with models for the
passive and active damping elements and de-
spite its simplicity, it provides enough insight
to determine the performance of a damped
beam.

A beam element has length L and has four de-
grees of freedom, two lateral displacements and
two rotations:

ue = [w1, θ1, w2, θ2]. (2.1)

Each element has its own 4 by 4 stiffness and
mass matrix. These can be used in the equa-
tions of motion to derive the dynamics of the
system. The stiffness and mass matrix are de-
scribed as follows [28]:

Ke =
EI

L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 (2.2)

Me =
ρAL

420


156 22L 54 −13L
22L 4L2 13L −3L2

54 13L 156 −22L
−13L −3L2 −22L 4L2

 .

(2.3)

However, since the system is comprised of mul-
tiple elements, these matrices need to be com-
bined by coupling the nodal degrees of freedom
of each element, this is descried in appendix
A.4. Once this is done the equation of motion
of the whole beam can be written as:

Msysü+Ksysu = Fext. (2.4)

Finally, appropriate boundary conditions need
to be applied to make the system solvable. The
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beam is clamped at one end, this is done by
setting the degrees of freedom of the clamped
node to zero.

2.2 Viscoelastic modelling

2.2.1 RKU model

The viscoelastic elements are modelled using
the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar (RKU) method [2].
This method was one of the first to accurately
model a three layer sandwich beam with a vis-
coelastic core. This model is chosen due to
its relative simplicity and its inclusion of fre-
quency dependent behavior. It assumes that
only the middle layer (VEM) is subject to shear
distortion. The base beam and constraining
layer are only subjected to bending. The model
calculates a complex stiffness EI∗ of the con-
strained layer damping (CLD) element.

EI∗ = E1(
H3

1

12
+H1D

2) + E∗
2(
H3

2

12
H+

H2(H21 −D2)) + E3(
H3

3

12
+H3(H31 −D2))−

E∗
2

H2
2

12
(
H31 −D

1 + g
)− [

E∗
2H2

2
(H21 −D) + E3H3

(H31 −D)](
H31 −D

1 + g
)

(2.5)

with the following parameters depending on
material and geometric properties.

D =
E∗

2H2(H31 − H21
2 )g(E∗

2H2H21 + E3H3H31)

E1H1 +
E∗

2H2

2 g(E1H1 + E∗
2H2 + E3H3)

(2.6)

g =
G∗

2

E3H2H3p2
(2.7)

H21 =
H1 +H2

2
(2.8)

H31 =
H1 +H3

2
+H2. (2.9)

This stiffness EI∗ is complex due to the the
complex Young’s modulus E2 of the VEM
layer. This stiffness changes with frequency
and is calculated from the complex shear mod-
ulus G∗ of the VEM.

E∗(jω) = 2(1 + νv)G
′
(jω), (2.10)

G∗(jω) = G
′
(ω)[1 + jη(ω)] (2.11)

The shear modulus and Poisson ratio νv is ob-
tained from the manufacturer of the damping
tape. Values of the storage modulus G

′
and

loss factor η are provided at discrete points
over a frequency range and constant temper-
ature in a nomograph and can then be in-
terpolated at different frequencies within the
provided range. In this case the range is be-
tween 0.1 and 1000 Hz and values are selected
at room temperature.

The CLD element can be included in the
larger FEM model simply by changing the
term EI from (2.2) to the new complex stiff-
ness EI∗. However, since the stiffness changes
with frequency the equation of motion needs
to be transformed into frequency domain and
it needs to be evaluated at each frequency of
interest.

[−ω2M+K(jω)]U(jω) = F(jω) (2.12)

The following process is repeated for each fre-
quency ωi and the EoM is solved for U(jω)
and from this, a transfer function can be cal-
culated between a harmonic force input Fi at
the ith DoF and displacement output at the
oth DoF Hoi(jω) =

Uo(jω)
Fi

.

To determine the damping performance of the
CLD patch, the damping ratio is calculated.
This is done through the strain energy method.
First, the strain energy distribution through-
out the entire system is calculated at a given
resonance frequency. This is made up of the
energies in the base beam and the viscoelas-
tic layer. Due to the segmentation of the beam
into finite elements, this calculation is done per
element n:

Un
b =

1

2
ūnKb(ū

n)T (2.13)

Un
v =

1

2
ūnKv(ū

n)T . (2.14)

ūn represents the displacement of the element,
Kb and Kv are the beam and CLD stiffness
matrices respectively. The system loss factor
η can be calculated by dividing the dissipated
strain energy by the total strain energy. The
damping ratio ζ finally is defined as half the
loss factor.
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η =
n∑

i=1

Un
v ηv

Un
b + Un

b

(2.15)

ζ =
1

2
η. (2.16)

2.3 Piezoelectric modelling

2.3.1 Actuator & sensor model

The piezoelectric transducers are included in
the finite element model using the method de-
scribed by Aktas [29]. This model can be read-
ily combined with the Euler-Bernoulli beam
model as well as the RKU CLD model. Simi-
larly to how the RKU model returns a stiffness
and mass for the CLD element, this model
returns the same for an active piezoelectric el-
ement. This can then be added to the total
stiffness and mass of the system. The piezo-
electric element is made up of two transducers,
on the top and bottom of the beam, one acting
as an actuator and the other as a sensor.

The aforementioned dual use of PZTs is known
as the piezoelectric effect. This entails that
when a voltage is applied, the PZT experiences
a strain. The opposite is also true, when a
strain is applied to the transducer, a voltage is
generated. The constitutive equations of piezo-
electrics that describe this behavior are shown
below:

εx = SE
11σx + d31Ez (2.17)

Dz = d31σx + ξσ33Ez, (2.18)

where εx, S11, σ, d31, Ez, Dz and ξ33 repre-
sent the strain, compliance, stress, piezoelec-
tric strain constant, electric field, electric dis-
placement and permittivity respectfully.
Equation 2.18 expresses the direct piezoelec-
tric effect and is used to determine the total
charge generated in the piezoelectric sensor.
This charge can be converted into a current and
from that the strain can be calculated. The
current is converted into a voltage that can be
used in a control loop

V s(t) = Hze31w

∫ lp

0
n2u̇dx = Su̇, (2.19)

where H is the signal conditioning device gain,
z the distance to the neutral axis, e31 is the

piezoelectric stress constant, w the width of the
sensor, lp the length of the sensor and n2 the
second spatial derivative of the shape function.
This sensor voltage can be multiplied with a
control gain and fed as an input into the actu-
ator. Subsequently the actuator voltage results
in a bending moment and a force being applied
onto the beam. The bending moment can be
found with:

Mact = Epd31z̄gV
s, (2.20)

with Ep being the Young’s Modulus of the
piezoelectric patch, z̄ is the distance to the neu-
tral axis and g a control gain. The force that
is applied onto the beam is described by the
following:

fact = Epd31wz̄(gV
s)

∫ lp

0
nT
1 dx. (2.21)

This force can be included in the general equa-
tion of motion as follows:

Mü+Ku = Fext + Fact. (2.22)

2.3.2 Active control

To use the piezotransducers for the intended
goal of active vibration control (AVC), a con-
troller needs to be implemented into the con-
trol loop. The sensor measures a strain and
converts it into a voltage which is sent to the
controller. The controller then outputs a volt-
age to the actuator which results in a force
being applied onto the host structure, an block
diagram of this loop is shown in figure 2. A
relatively simple control algorithm is imple-
mented, Positive Position Feedback (PPF) be-
cause it shows good performance for AVC [30],
global stability conditions that are easy to sat-
isfy [31]. Other more complex control strate-
gies are also available, but the choice was made
to use a simple strategy to showcase a general
case.

PPF can be tuned to target one specific eigen-
mode of a system. It has low pass behavior and
adds flexibility to the system at frequencies be-
low its cut-off. At high frequencies it adds stiff-
ness, however this addition is small due to the
controller’s roll-off. The closed loop diagram
is shown in figure 2. The controller’s transfer
function is given in (2.23). k is the controller
gain, ωc represents the cut-off frequency of the
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controller and ζc is the controller’s damping ra-
tio.

G(s) =
kω2

c

s2 + 2ζcωcs+ ω2
c

. (2.23)

Figure 2: Schematic for closed loop AVC [23]

Different methods exist for finding the optimal
controller values. General rules of thumb can
be found, suggesting a cut-off frequency be-
tween 1.3 to 1.45 times the natural frequency,
and a damping ratio between 0.1 and 0.5 [32,
33]. ζc has a large influence on the performance
of the controller. When it is small, the reso-
nance peak of the controller is higher, meaning
the actuator exerts more force onto the sys-
tem. However the slope of the phase angle is
very steep which implies that the system is not
very robust, meaning that if the controller per-
forms worse if the calculated natural frequency
deviates from the actual natural frequency [34].
Other more complex methods exist to find the
optimal parameters [35, 36]. However, for the
purpose of this study, using the rules of thumb
was sufficient. The gain of the controller de-
termines the stability of the system with the
following condition [30]:

0 < kG(0) < 1. (2.24)

The gain and damping ratio of the controller
can be selected using the conditions stated
above and by observing whether the targeted
resonance peak is sufficiently damped [37].

The damping performance of the active sys-
tem is done by calculating the Q factor, which
is defined as the energy stored over the en-
ergy supplied at resonance. This is a simple
method from which the damping ratio can be
calculated. The Q factor is calculated using the
frequency response function of the closed-loop
system and a 3dB gain margin [38].

Q =
f0

∆f3dB
(2.25)

ζ =
1

2Q
. (2.26)

Here f0 is the center frequency, or resonance
frequency and ∆f3dB is the 3dB bandwidth
around the resonance peak.

2.4 Validation

An experiment is carried out to validate the
model used. This is important to determine
the reliability of the model when using it for
design purposes.
An aluminium beam is used as the base struc-
ture with 3M 2552 damping foil as the CLD
treatment. The beam is vertically oriented.

Beam parameters

Length (m) 0.277

Height (m) 0.0015

Width (m) 0.04

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 70

Density (kg/m3) 2700

Table 1: Beam parameters

Table 1 shows the parameters of the base beam.
The beam is clamped at one end. A distur-
bance input is provided at near the base of
the beam and the strain is measured at the
same location. Two PI P876-A12 piezoelectric
transducers are placed on each side of the beam
near the base, 1 cm above the clamped end.
This location is chosen because it experiences
high strain for multiple bending modes. One of
these collocated transducers provides the force
disturbance input and the other functions as
a sensor that provides a signal proportional
to the strain of the patch, which is used as a
generalized position measurement.

The setup uses a TI LAUNCHXL-F28379D
micro-controller to send the disturbance signal
to the actuator as well as to measure the signal
coming from the sensor. The actuator distur-
bance signal is sent through a BD300 voltage
amplifier to deliver adequately high voltage to
drive the transducer. The sensor signal is sent
through a charge amplifier circuit to convert
the charge signal into a voltage signal and to
condition the input to the analog-to-digital
converter [39].
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Code is written and generated in MATLAB
Simulink to send a chirp signal from 1 to 1000
Hz to the actuator for system identification.
Data is logged with Simulink and then manip-
ulated in MATLAB. A transfer function can
be calculated between the collocated force in-
put and strain measurement. The frequency
response is generated using the tfestimate func-
tion.

Two experiments are carried out to validate the
model. One where the beam aluminium beam
is bare except for the piezoelectric transducers
near the base. The second has a 10 cm and 4
cm wide strip of 3M 2552 damping foil placed
above the transducer, 7.5 cm above the base of
the beam. This location is chosen because of
its high strain, especially for the second eigen-
mode. The frequency response from the exper-
iment of the damped and undamped beams is
shown in figure 3. The results are then com-
pared with the model in table 2.

Figure 3: Experimental FRF of damped and
undamped beam

The results presented in table 2 show rela-
tively good agreement between the model and
the experimental results. A difference is the
shift in eigenfrequencies, in the model a clear
shift higher can be seen when damping tape
is added. This is due to the added stiffness of
the constraining layer and viscoelastic layer.
However, the experiment doesn’t reflect this
behavior. This could be because the RKU
model overestimates the stiffness added by the
CLD tape, or it could come from a mismatch
in the properties of the damping tape. At low
and high frequencies this difference is relatively
small, with a maximum difference of 9% for the

undamped 4th eigenmode.

Experiment

Mode Undamped Damped

1 21.7 Hz 20.3 Hz

2 111 Hz -

3 319 Hz 319 Hz

4 634 Hz 634 Hz

Simulation

Mode Undamped Damped

1 21.7 Hz 23.9 Hz

2 110 Hz 130 Hz

3 297 Hz 311 Hz

4 594 Hz 690 Hz

Table 2: Eigenfrequencies of experiment vs
simulation

A further difference between the model and
experiment is the second mode of the beam.
In the undamped case, this mode is only barely
visible in the bode plot and when damping is
introduced this mode is no longer visible. This
can easily be explained by looking at the strain
energy of the second mode and observing that
the sensor is placed where the energy is min-
imal, see figure 6, thus rendering this mode
unobservable. For the other modes the damp-
ing ratio is compared between the experiment
and model.

Mode Experimental ζ Numerical ζ

1 0.05 0.07

3 0.07 0.08

4 0.03 0.09

Table 3: Experimental vs numerical damping
ratio

These results shown in table 3 show good
agreement between experiment and model.
The differences are small and are most likely
due to a difference in the properties of vis-
coelastic material from the experiment ver-
sus the data from the manufacturer used in
the model. Another contributing factor is the
model not including any inherent damping in
the bare beam.

The model provides sufficient insight into the
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damping behavior of viscoelastic materials and
can be useful when designing a system that
needs to be damped.

3 Design considerations for
hybrid damping

The influence of different parameters are in-
vestigated, for the purely passive, purely ac-
tive and hybrid configurations. First the in-
fluence of VEM frequency dependence of the
model is evaluated. Then the influence of size
and placement of the passive damping patch
is investigated. This is repeated for the active
and hybrid cases. The use of active, passive
and hybrid methods are compared when damp-
ing a single mode and conclusions are drawn
about the most effective method. Finally, the
influence of hybrid damping on other modes
is investigated and suggestions are given when
damping multiple modes.

3.1 Influence of frequency depen-
dence

As mentioned in 2.2, viscoelastics exhibit fre-
quency dependent behavior. The shear modu-
lus and loss factor change with frequency. This
can be seen in the nomograph provided by the
manufacturers of VEM damping treatments,
see figure 4.

Figure 4: Nomograph for 3M ISD122 damping
tape

To investigate the frequency dependence, the
damping ratio for the first 4 eigenmodes of the
beam from 2.4 is calculated. First with con-
stant shear modulus G∗ taken from the nomo-
graph at 1 Hz and 10 Hz, then with a varying
G∗ across the entire frequency range. The re-
sults are presented in table 4.

Mode
ζ
G∗ @1Hz

ζ
G∗ @10Hz

ζ
varying G∗

1 0.014 0.029 0.037
2 0.079 0.175 0.182
3 0.024 0.050 0.052
4 0.073 0.187 0.142

Table 4: Effect of frequency dependence on
damping ratio for first four eigenmodes

The results indicate that depending on the
value of the shear modulus, the damping ra-
tio varies greatly. These results are illustrated
in figure 5, showing the frequency response of
a beam with CLD treatment with either con-
stant or varyingG∗. Using a constantG∗ yields
very different results than when using a vary-
ing G∗, with the height of the resonance peaks
varying. Therefore to more accurately capture
the behavior of viscoelastics it is better to in-
clude this frequency dependence. Furthermore,
the changing the shear modulus also affects the
stiffness matrix of the system, leading to a shift
in the eigenfrequencies when compared to a
constant G∗. However, the shift observed in
figure 5 is relatively small, the first mode has no
observable change and subsequent modes differ
only by a maximum of 3 Hz at low frequencies
and 20 Hz at high frequencies.

Figure 5: FRF of CLD beam with varying G∗

3.2 Parameter influence

The influence of various parameters such as
size and placement of individual damping
treatments on performance are investigated in
this section. This will give insight into the con-
figuration which adds the most damping and
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will be useful when considering both methods
together.

3.2.1 CLD placement & size

The placement and size of the damping treat-
ment determines in large part its performance.
Even the most effective damping treatment
placed at the wrong location on the system will
deliver poor results. It has been well estab-
lished that the CLD patch has to be placed
at the location of maximum strain for it to
be most effective. The strain energy distribu-
tion of the 2nd eigenmode best illustrates this
since it has a clear peak. The peak is centered
around the middle of the beam as seen in fig-
ure 6. A CLD patch covering 36 % of the beam
is placed at different locations along the beam
and the damping ratio is calculated at each of
these locations. The results are presented be-
low in table 5:

(a) Strain energy distribution of 2nd eigenmode

(b) Optimal CLD patch location for 2nd eigen-
mode

Figure 6: Strain energy of 2nd eigenmode

These results illustrate the importance of plac-

ing the damping patch at the location of maxi-
mum strain of the beam. When the CLD patch
is placed at 0.3L and is then centered around
the strain energy peak, as seen in figure 9b,
the VEM layer experiences the biggest shear
and can thus dissipate the most energy. This
will dampen the mode of interest the most, as
can be seen from the results in table 5.

The size of the patch also has an influence
on the damping performance. The influence
of length, VEM height and constraining layer
height are investigated for the second eigen-
mode. The patch is centered around the strain
energy peak.

Figure 7: Frequency response with varying
CLD coverage

It is evident from the results in table 5 and
figure 7 that the more the beam is covered, the
higher the modal damping ratio, this is true for
all modes. Furthermore, figure 7 shows the fre-
quency response of the CLD covered beams. It
can be observed that with increasing coverage,
the eigenfrequencies shift higher. This is due
to the stiffness that the CLD treatment adds.
Aside from stiffness, the CLD treatment also
adds mass. This might not always be desirable,
depending on the design requirements. There-
fore compromises need to made when choosing
the length of CLD to be added onto the beam
and it is high dependable on the situation.
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Position ( xL) ζ Length (%) ζ

0.01 0.04 5 0.01
0.1 0.04 10 0.04
0.2 0.12 20 0.07
0.3 0.18 25 0.11
0.4 0.15 35 0.18
0.5 0.08 55 0.29
0.6 0.04 70 0.31

Table 5: Effect of CLD position and length on
damping ratio of 2nd eigenmode

The influence of height of the VEM and con-
straining layer is more complex. Damping per-
formance can be characterized by the defor-
mation of the viscoelastic material, the more
shear, the more energy gets dissipated and thus
the higher the damping in the system. Accord-
ing to the RKU model the loss factor can be
calculated by the following [40]:

η =
2π

3

G
′′

E

L2

th
(3.1)

with G
′′
being the shear loss factor of the VEM

at a given frequency, E the elasticity mod-
ulus of the VEM and t and h the thickness
of the VEM and constraining layers respec-
tively. This formula implies that the loss fac-
tor can be made large by making the VEM
treatment as thin as possible, this is consistent
with the findings of Lam et al. [10] and Nashif
et al. [41]. However, this is not always re-
alistic. If the shear strain is made arbitrarily
large by making the layers very thin, the shear
stress would damage the VEM and constrain-
ing layer. Nonetheless, this model serves well
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the shear
mechanism and gives insight into the damping
performance. Furthermore, the height of the
damping tape is one of the parameters that not
always adjustable, as the CLD is delivered as
a roll of tape by the manufacturer. The length
is therefore easily adjusted, whereas the thick-
ness is set depending on the type of CLD tape.
For the purpose of this design study, the di-
mensions of commercially available 3M ISD122
Damping Tape are taken, with a VEM thick-
ness of 0.127 mm and a constraining layer that
is twice as thick.

3.2.2 PZT size & placement

Equally as important as the placement and size
of the CLD patches is that of the active piezo-
electric patches. As was done in the previous
section for passive damping, first the effect of
location is investigated, then the length of the
treatment is varied and its influence studied.

It is also well established that for active damp-
ing to be effective, it should be placed in loca-
tion of maximum strain. This was confirmed
in the numerical model by placing a 6 cm long
piezoelectric patch pair, modelled after a PI-
876.A12 transducer, at different points along
the beam. The controller is tuned to the 2nd

mode. Tuning of the parameters was done by
performing a sweep with integer values for the
gain k ranging from 1 to 5 and doubles with
an accuracy of 0.10 for the damping ratio ζc
ranging from 0.1 to 0.5, according to the rules
of thumb discussed in section 2.3.2 The param-
eters are left the same for the subsequent tests.
Then the damping ratio is calculated to evalu-
ate the performance.

Position ( xL) Damping ratio ζ

0.05 0.03
0.1 0.01
0.2 0.03
0.3 0.09
0.4 0.19
0.5 0.13
0.6 0.06

Table 6: Damping ratio of 2nd mode as func-
tion of PZT position

It can be seen in table 6 that when the actu-
ator/sensor pair is placed at x

L = 0.4, which
centers it at the strain peak (see figure 6), the
best performance is achieved. This is in line
with expectations, therefore a active damping
patch should be placed at the strain peak to
achieve the best performance.

Next the length of the PZT patch is varied and
its effect studied. The patch is placed in the
center of the strain peak of the second eigen-
mode. The length of the patch is expressed as
a percentage of the beam that it covers. The
damping ratio is given as well as the eigenfre-
quency, since it tends to shift due to the added
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stiffness.

The results in figure 8 show that with in-
creasing coverage, the damping performance
increases as well. In the case where the beam
is 50 % covered, thus when the strain peak is
fully covered (see figure 6), the resonance peak
is suppressed the most. The damping ratio ζ
reaches 0.51 versus the 0.03 when the beam is
only covered by 10 %. The eigenfrequency is
also shifted up due to the added stiffness of
the PZTs. On the other hand, the frequency
of the first mode is shifted lower due to the
flexibility that the controller adds. When the
beam is covered by 50 % the shift is -30 %.
Covering half the structure or more is also not
always practical. Similarly to the case with
passive damping, this adds mass and stiffness
to the host structure, changing its dynamics.
The choice of length of the actuator depends
on the design requirements and should be care-
fully considered.

Figure 8: 2nd mode damping with varying PZT
length

Finally, as seen in 2.3.2, the damping perfor-
mance also depends on the controller parame-
ters. If the gain is increased, more damping can
be added. There are limits to this gain how-
ever, based on controller stability and hard-
ware limitations.

3.3 Multiple damping methods for
single mode

Now that the passive and active methods have
been studied individually, the use of them side-
by-side is explored. In this paper both methods
are combined to dampen the same mode. The
reason for this is to achieve better performance
than when using just one method, as well as
making the system more robust were the active
component to fail.

3.3.1 CLD at strain peak

The first configuration is a CLD patch of 15 %
of the beam length centered around the strain
peak for the 2nd mode. The position of the
active patch is varied around this strain peak
and the influence investigated. It is first placed
near the base of the beam and incrementally
moved closer to the passive patch. The con-
troller is tuned again using the rules of thumb,
for an ideal case where the PZT is at the strain
peak, they are kept the same for each iteration
in this section. They are later tuned for opti-
mal performance when an ideal configuration
is found. It is found that when the two treat-
ments are placed right next to each other, the
best damping performance is achieved, see ta-
ble 7. This configuration is also illustrated in
figure 9.

Position ( xL) ζ fn
0.01 0.06 120
0.075 0.07 113
0.1 0.08 112
0.15 0.07 108
0.20 0.07 107
0.25 0.12 98.2
0.3 0.13 98.5
0.325 0.14 98.3

Table 7: Hybrid damping performance with
varying piezo placement

This can be attributed to the fact that they
are covering the highest amount of strain en-
ergy, and as seen in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
this is the most important factor when deter-
mining the placement of the patches. Fur-
thermore, the damping performance achieved
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in this configuration is improved by a factor
6 when compared to using an active patch of
similar dimensions and also 28 % better than
when using pure passive damping. Next, it can
be observed that the eigenfrequency shifts as a
function of the placement. Adding damping
to the system tends to increase the eigenfre-
quency, due to the added stiffness. However,
the controller also has an influence. When the
active patch is placed at a location of higher
strain this tends to decrease the resonant fre-
quency. This needs to be considered when de-
signing a hybrid damping system.

(a) Strain energy distribution of 2nd eigenmode
with CLD at peak

(b) Schematic of beam with CLD at peak and
PZT at optimal location

Figure 9: CLD at peak with PZT at optimal
location

Finally, the robustness of the system is consid-
ered. Due to the presence of passive damping,
if the active component were to fail, the beam
would still have some measure of vibration sup-
pression. In the case where the PZT is placed
against the CLD patch, the damping ratio for
the 2nd mode would be 0.07. This acts as a
good redundancy for the worst case scenario.

3.3.2 PZT at strain peak

The same process is repeated for a active PZT
patch centered around the strain peak of the
2nd eigenmode. Patches of the same dimen-

sions are used. Again the controller parameters
are kept the same. The results are presented
below in table 8 and illustrated in figure 10.

Figure 10: PZT at peak with CLD at optimal
location

The same conclusions can be drawn as in the
previous section. Both damping treatments
need to be placed as close to each other as pos-
sible and close to the strain peak. However,
the amount of damping added when the ac-
tive patch is centered around the strain peak is
less than when the CLD is placed at the peak.
This is due to limitations of the controller and
actuator. If a higher control gain were used,
more damping could be achieved with the PZT.
Higher control gains can lead to instability of
the controller, therefore this is not always de-
sirable. Furthermore in this configuration, if
the active component were to fail, the amount
of damping added by the CLD is less than in
the previous configuration. The damping ratio
here is 0.04, this is because it is not located at
the strain energy peak.

Position ( xL) ζ fn
0.05 0.05 100
0.1 0.04 93.3
0.15 0.03 92.8
0.20 0.04 96.0
0.25 0.05 101
0.3 0.06 105

Table 8: Hybrid damping performance with
varying CLD placement

3.3.3 Shared strain peak

Another possible configuration is one where the
passive and active treatments cover the same
percentage of the strain energy peak. A CLD
treatment and PZT treatment of equal lengths,
15 % of the beam are selected. They are placed
in the middle of the peak for the 2nd eigenmode
and the damping ratio is determined, with the
same controller parameters as in previous runs.
This configuration is illustrated in figure 11.
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Figure 11: PZT and CLD shared strain peak

The frequency response function of this config-
uration is shown in figure 12. Here a damping
ratio is found of 0.097. The target eigenfre-
quency has not shifted much, however, the first
eigenfrequency has shifted by 15 % due to the
controller adding flexibility to the system, as
mentioned in 2.3.2. When the active control
is turned off, the passive component achieves a
damping ratio of 0.067, which is close to what
it can achieve when placed in the middle of the
strain peak. When targetting a single mode,
this configuration performs better than when
the PZT is centered at the peak, but still falls
short in terms of damping performance when
compared to CLD at the peak.

Figure 12: FRF of hybrid damping with PZT
and CLD placed at strain peak

3.3.4 Hybrid vs. passive vs. active
damping

It can be concluded from the previous sections
that when one wishes to design a hybrid damp-
ing system, the best course of action is to place
the passive treatment at the strain peak with
an adjoining active treatment. These hybrid
cases were compared with each other by us-
ing the same controller parameters and patch
dimensions. Now the controller parameters
will be tuned optimally, to compare the per-

formance of this hybrid configuration to the
either purely passive or purely active systems.

Hybrid damping
The same configuration for hybrid damping is
used as in 3.3.1, this is also illustrated in figure
13 . The controller is tuned to achieve largest
damping factor while satisfying stability crite-
ria. A maximum damping ratio of 0.20 can be
achieved for the second mode. This is with a
damping treatment that has a total mass of 5
g.

Figure 13: Beam with hybrid damping config-
uration for second mode

Passive damping
In comparison, to achieve similar performance
for damping the second mode with passive
damping, a patch covering approximately 40
% of the beam would be necessary and also
weighing 5 g. It can also be observed that the
dynamics of the system change significantly
when only the passive method is used, the sec-
ond eigenfrequency shifts up by 29 %, from 117
Hz to 151 Hz. Whereas in the case of hybrid
damping, this change is only 1.2 %.

Active damping
When comparing the hybrid configuration with
pure active damping, there are more factors to
take into account. The amount of damping
added depends not on just the size of the actu-
ator but also on the control voltage supplied to
it. If the gain of the controller is increased, a
smaller patch could theoretically add as much
damping as a larger one, depending on hard-
ware limitations. To achieve a similar result
as the hybrid configuration with PZT patch
of the same mass, the gain of the controller is
increased with a factor 15. The eigenfrequency
is decreased by 3 %, which is a relatively small
change. Furthermore, when only using ac-
tive damping, the system is less robust. The
PPF controller is sensitive to variations and if
the system failed entirely, there would be no
added damping to the the host structure at all.
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Therefore, when damping a single mode, the
hybrid method has several advantages over ei-
ther purely passive or active methods. Hybrid
treatments offer good performance for the same
weight as passive damping, less change in sys-
tem dynamics, added robustness compared to
AVC, and much lower control voltages.

3.4 Hybrid damping for multiple
modes

When considering adding damping to a sys-
tem, it is often the wish to suppress vibration
across a broad frequency range. In the pre-
vious section, a single mode was targeted, in
this section the aim is to achieve better damp-
ing for the first three eigenmodes. First the
influence of the previous hybrid configurations
on other eigenmodes are studied, then various
solutions are investigated to dampen multiple
modes.

3.4.1 Influence of single mode hybrid
damping on other modes

The previous section has revealed that is it
most desirable to have the passive treatment
at the strain peak with an active patch placed
next to it. This offered the most damping for
a single mode as well as the added benefit of
good passive damping if the active system were
to fail. However, when the configuration is
used as shown in figure 13, this places the CLD
patch and PZT patch largely at a node of the
3rd mode, see figure 14. This results in poor
damping for this mode with ζ = 0.008. With
regards to the 1st mode, viscoelastics perform
worse at low frequencies and the placement is
also at a location with low strain energy, there-
fore the amount of damping added is also small,
ζ = 0.019.

Figure 14: Strain energy distribution of 3rd

mode with damping treatment for 2nd mode

When the PZT is placed at the strain peak and
the CLD next to it, to match the configuration
of section 3.3.2, the damping performance for
the targeted mode is worse than in the previ-
ous configuration. However, the damping for
the other two modes has improved. The 1st

mode now has a damping ratio ζ = 0.035 and
the 3rd mode has ζ = 0.048.

If a purely passive treatment is used, that
performs similarly to the optimal hybrid con-
figuration (covering 40 % of the beam), the
damping of the 1st and 3rd mode are slightly
improved. For the 1st mode ζ = 0.022 and for
the 3rd mode ζ = 0.031. However, due to the
added stiffness, the frequency of the 2nd mode
increases by 27 %.

For purely active damping, the modes higher
than the one being targeted are unaffected.
The controller will however have an effect
on the eigenfrequencies below its cut-off fre-
quency. To dampen multiple modes, numerous
damping patches are necessary with PPF con-
trollers running in parallel. In this case, tuning
the controller parameters becomes more chal-
lenging due to control spillover, especially for
low frequency modes. As previously demon-
strated coupling from damping the 2nd mode
causes the 1st mode to shift [37]. Several meth-
ods exist to reduce this spillover effect, however
for simplicity, the choice is made to use a sin-
gle PPF controller to demonstrate the working
principles of active vibration control.
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3.4.2 Damping multiple modes

The previous section has demonstrated that
the optimal placement for one mode, might
be the worst possible for another. The most
important factor in determining the amount
of added damping is placing the treatment in
a location of maximum strain. However, as
seen for the 2nd mode, its strain energy peak
is at the a node of the 3rd mode. Therefore
a possible solution is simply to add an extra
damping patch at the strain energy peak of the
third mode. To reduce system complexity, the
choice is made to add a second passive CLD
patch, that covers 10 % of the energy peak
around 0.7 times the beam length.

The results shown in 15 are indeed an improve-
ment over the configuration from 3.3.1. Figure
15, shows the difference between an undamped
beam, the hybrid beam for mode 2 and the
hybrid beam with the additional CLD patch
for mode 3. This is with the controller off, to
purely showcase the influence of the extra pas-
sive patch. The damping ratio for the 3rd mode
is now 0.036, which is a large improvement over
the previous configuration. Additionally, the
extra patch also slightly increases the damping
performance of the second mode. However, it
can also be observed that the additional damp-
ing patch increases the stiffness and shifts the
resonance peaks to the right.

Figure 15: Undamped beam versus beam with
1 and 2 CLD patches

The first mode has remained largely unchanged
by the previous additions to the system. Vis-
coelastic materials perform poorly at low fre-
quencies, therefore for the first mode it is fa-
vorable to use an active damping patch for this
mode. The maximum strain energy is found at
the base and decreases throughout the length
of the beam. The damping ratio of the first
mode becomes 0.14 when a PZT patch is placed
just above the base of the beam and with a con-
troller tuned to the 1st eigenfrequency. This
configuration is shown in figure 16. To achieve
the same performance for the 1st mode using a
passive patch, it would need to be twice as long
as the PZT. Additional damping is required for
other resonances.

Figure 16: Hybrid damping configuration for
first three modes

The same process is repeated, now with the
third mode as the target frequency. A hybrid
treatment is applied at its strain peak. The
CLD patch is made shorter, since the strain
peak at 0.7 is shorter than that of the 2nd

mode. The damping factor achieved for this
mode with the hybrid treatment is 0.104. The
1st and 2nd modes however are poorly damped
in this configuration. Therefore, the second
mode is damped with a CLD patch, and the
first mode with an active patch. The damping
ratios of the first three modes are then 0.19,
0.08 and 0.14 respectively. This is an over-
all improvement of approximately 25 % over
a beam covered only with passive treatments
of the same size at the same locations. This
improvement comes with a mass penalty of 2 g
over the passive case. Compared to beam with
PZTs of the same size, at the same location
and with the same control gain, the improve-
ment is 75 %. However, if controller gains are
increased, by factor 10, the improvement of
hybrid damping reduces to 30 %. The hybrid
treatment is 9 g lighter than the active config-
uration.
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3.4.3 Hybrid vs. passive vs. active
damping for multiple modes

When damping multiple modes the amount of
design variables increases substantially. Find-
ing an optimal configuration and combina-
tion of different treatments is challenging, and
there are multiple possible solutions to achieve
the same amount of added damping. The
best choice therefore depends on the require-
ments and constraints imposed on the system.
Each damping method tends to come with its
strengths and weaknesses. Passive damping is
by far the simplest solution and adds a good
amount of damping if well placed. However,
if too much is added, the system dynamics
change significantly. It also cannot dampen
the first mode as well as active damping. Ac-
tive damping on the other hand is much more
complex to implement, is sensitive to vari-
ations and requires careful tuning and high
voltages. But it can dampen low frequencies
as effectively as high frequencies and can be
more easily tuned to add a specific amount of
damping.

The following needs to be considered when de-
signing a hybrid damped system for multiple
modes:

• The target mode should be damped with
hybrid damping,

• Adding CLD shifts the eigenfrequencies
up.

• Active damping lowers the eigenfrequen-
cies below the cut-off.

• Hybrid damping uses the least amount of
space on the host structure than purely
passive or active treatments for equiva-
lent or better performance.

• Pure AVC requires much higher control
gains to achieve the same amount of
damping as hybrid

• Low frequencies should be damped with
AVC due to VEM’s poor performance

4 Conclusion

This paper explores the use of side-by-side hy-
brid vibration control to dampen the same
mode as well as multiple modes. Using a

simplified model, like the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar
model, can still capture the frequency depen-
dent behavior and provide enough insight into
the damping performance of the VEM. The im-
portance of including viscoelastic frequency de-
pendent behavior in the model is shown. Of the
parameters investigated, the placement plays
the most important role. Damping patches
should be placed at the location of maximum
strain for a given eigenmode. The length of
the treatment also plays a role, however there
a balance must be found between mass and
stiffness added versus the amount of added
damping.

The side-by-side configuration shows to per-
form better than both active and passive
patches of the same size, for a single mode.
With the added benefits of lower control volt-
ages, added robustness compared to AVC and
less change in system dynamics comapared
to CLD. When combining both methods, the
CLD should be placed at the strain peak with
the active patch placed right next to it. This
ensures that the CLD can dissipate the most
energy, and the PZT can still adequately sup-
press vibrations. This also makes the system
perform better in the case that the PZT were
to fail.

Suppressing multiple modes using hybrid
damping is more complex and the best solution
depends on the design requirements. It can be
stated that the target mode/most dominant
mode should be suppressed using the hybrid
method. Other modes can be suppressed using
either passive or active methods. The choice
depends in most cases on the requirements. If
simplicity is important, passive damping is the
best solution. However, if the system dynam-
ics cannot change much or if very high levels of
damping are required, active vibration control
offers a good solution. Compromises need to
be made and the design evaluated on a case by
case level.
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Part III

Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusion

This thesis project set out to complete the following research goal: Develop a design methodol-
ogy for side-by-side hybrid damping by considering complex viscoelastic properties and simul-
taneous use of active and passive methods for the same eigenmode.
To achieve this goal the objectives stated in the introduction were completed.

Improve the viscoelastic model
The previous study into side-by-side hybrid damping used a simplified model to represent vis-
coelastic damping behavior [23]. This model did not include the frequency dependent character-
istics of the VEM. This property however, has a big influence on the prediction of the amount
of damping it can provide. This thesis project still had the aim to use a model that was easy
to implement, but included the complex behavior of VEM. The choice was made to implement
the Ross-Kerwin-Ungar model. It calculates a complex stiffness for a CLD element which can
then be implemented into a FEM model to simulate a partially covered beam. The model has
some simplifications and some limitations. It cannot be applied in cases where the thickness
of the VEM or constraining layer approaches the thickness of the bar, it is only valid for thin
treatments.

The model is validated with an experiment where first a bare aluminium beam is subjected
to a disturbance input and its frequency response measured. Then a thin CLD strip is added
to the beam and the response measured. The loss factors measured in the experiment match
those of the model relatively well. However, the model seems to overestimate the amount of
stiffness added by the CLD treatment. In the experiment, the eigenfrequencies barely change
when CLD tape is added, whereas in the model, a shift of up to 9 % is measured. This difference
could be attributed to the VEM properties not being accurately extracted from the nomograph.

The main advantage of this model over the one previously used, is the inclusion of the frequency
dependence. It is also much easier to implement than other methods found in literature. The
difference this addition makes versus using a fixed value for the shear modulus is shown in this
paper. The varying G∗ will more accurately predict the loss factor than using a fixed value.
Therefore it can be concluded that its inclusion is beneficial when designing a damped system
with CLD.

Investigate parameter influence
The next objective that was achieved was investigating the influence of various parameters of
the damping treatments on their performance. This was to get insight into the aspects that
matter most when combining them together in the hybrid case. The location of the patches
on the host structure was determined to be the most important factor for both passive and
active treatments. This was expected from literature and confirmed with the current model.
However, when combining both to dampen a single mode a compromise needs to be found,
which is discussed as part of the next goal. Other parameters such as length and thickness also
play an important role and need to be chosen based on the design requirements and constraints,
as this influence the stiffness, mass and coverage of the host structure.

In the case of active vibration control, the controller plays an important role. The choice was
made to implement a simple controller to demonstrate the working principle of AVC. The con-
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troller was tuned using rules of thumb from literature and through a parameter sweep of its gain
and damping ratio values. Values were chosen that added the most damping, while ensuring
that the controller remained stable. Other methods exist to find optimal controller parameters
that might have yielded better results. However, for the purposes of this study, a parameter
sweep was sufficient.

Study the use of damping methods individually and together when targeting the
same mode
As was concluded from the previous objective, the placement of the damping patches is critical
for optimal performance. For hybrid vibration control, the choice of placement is also impor-
tant. Here the strain energy peak of a mode can be covered by either the active or passive
treatment, or shared by both. It is found that to achieve the most amount of added damping,
the CLD patch should be placed at the strain peak, with a PZT placed right next to it. This
has the added benefit of ensuring the CLD will still perform optimally if the PZT were to be
turned off or fail. Compared to a purely active case, where a PZT patch of the same length
as the hybrid treatment is used, the control gain is lowered by a factor 15 to achieve the same
performance. When comparing to a purely passive case, a CLD patch twice as long as the
hybrid treatment would be required to achieve the same amount of damping. For damping a
single mode the hybrid configuration seems to be the best solution.

The paper additionally looked at the effect of the hybrid treatment on other modes, and ways
to dampen multiple modes. In some cases the addition of a hybrid damping treatment at an
optimal location for one mode will have little benefit for other modes. Therefore for broadband
vibration suppression additional damping treatments are required. Here the choice of which
method is better depends on the requirements for the system. It can be stated however, that
for the first mode, AVC is ususally a better choice because of VEM’s poor low frequency per-
formance.

Final conclusions
Side-by-side vibration control offers good performance with added benefits over pure active or
pure passive damping. It can be a particularly valuable addition to a system where AVC is
used. It adds robustness to the system and its implementation in that case is simple. A CLD
patch would simply needed to be placed next to the active patches and the controller re-tuned.
However, if a system is passively damped, the addition of active components might not always be
desirable. It adds complexity to the system and a need for external power. The advantage would
be using a smaller footprint on the host structure, having less influence of its dynamics and
increased damping. These advantages need to be weighed over the cost of increased complexity.

Recommendations

The results of this work show the benefits of side-by-side hybrid vibration control, especially
when a single mode is targeted. Further research is necessary to determine optimal hybrid
damping configurations for broadband vibration suppression. Some recommendations are given
below that would improve this work and give more insight into the practicality of this hybrid
method.

1. Study the use of multiple hybrid treatments for broadband vibration suppres-
sion
The current work has observed the benefits of hybrid damping for a single mode, and
looked at its effects on other modes. When considering multiple resonances, additional
either active or passive patches were used for simplicity. Suppressing multiple modes with
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hybrid damping may be beneficial if extra damping performance is required even though
this adds complexity to the system.

2. Validate findings experimentally
The model used in the study was validated with an experiment. The rest of the study
was carried out purely numerically, therefore it might be beneficial to observe whether the
findings about hybrid damping are also true experimentally.

3. Use of advanced control algorithms
This study makes use of PPF control to target a single mode. Other more advanced
control methods might be used to achieved better performance by making the system
more robust or being able to react to multiple resonances. These other methods may be
harder to implement and tune but the added performance benefit could be an interesting
prospect.

4. Use of more advanced VEM modelling methods
One of the goals of this study was to improve the VEM model to include frequency
dependent behavior. The choice was made to use as simple of a model as possible to
implement this. Despite the RKU model offering a good approximation of the damping
ratios of CLD, it is limited to the frequency domain and to cases where the CLD is
much thinner than the host structure. Other more complex modelling methods such as
the Gollah-Hughes-MacTavish (GHM) or Anaelastic Displacement Field (ADF) methods
offer more insight into VEM behavior, such as time domain information. However, these
models are much more complex to implement and increase the system size substantially,
thus increasing the computational effort required.
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A Finite element model

A.1 Euler-Bernoulli beam model

The model used to simulate the beam uses one dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam elements for
the host structure. The governing equations of motion for the beam for forced motion can be
written as a fourth order partial differential equation [29]:

ρA
∂2v(x, t)

∂t2
+ EI

∂4v(x, t)

∂x4
= Fext, (A.1)

where v is the displacement of the beam, ρ the density, A the cross-sectional area, E the Young’s
Modulus, I the moment of inertia and Fext the external force. To obtain the shape functions
we can assume the displacement v to be a cubic polynomial:

v(x, t) = a1x
3 + a2x

2 + a3x+ a4, (A.2)

where, ai indicates the total degree of freedom including displacement and rotation for each
element. These constants are obtained with appropriate boundary conditions. The displacement
can be written in the form:

v(x, t) =
[
N1(x) N2(x) N3(x) N4(x)

] 
v1
θ1
v2
θ2

 = [N ][u] (A.3)

Here [N ] represents the shape functions and [u] the nodal displacement vector. Since the beam
is considered clamped at one end the first two degrees of freedom are set to zero v1 = θ1 = 0.
The bending moment is calculated as follows:

M = EI
∂2u

∂x2
, (A.4)

with the bending moment the potential and kinetic energy of the beam can be found with:

U =
EI

2

∫ L

0
(
∂2v

∂x2
)2dx =

EI

2

∫ L

0
[u]T [Nxx]

T [Nxx][u]dx =
1

2
[u]T (EI

∫ L

0
[Nxx]

T [Nxx]dx)[u],

(A.5)

T =
ρA

2

∫ L

0
(
∂v

∂t
)2dt =

ρA

2

∫ L

0
[u̇]T [Nt]

T [Nt][u̇]dt =
1

2
[u̇](ρA

∫ L

0
[Nt]

T [Nt]dt)[u̇]. (A.6)

Here Nxx represents the second spatial derivative of the shape function, Nt represents the time
derivative of the space function. These energies can also be expressed as follows:

U =
1

2
[u]T [Ke][u], (A.7)

T =
1

2
[u̇]T [Me][u̇], (A.8)

where Ke and Me represent the stiffness and mass matrices respectively. These have are ex-
pressed as follows:

Ke =
EI

L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 , (A.9)
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Me =
ρAL

420


156 22L 54 −13L
22L 4L2 13L −3L2

54 13L 156 −22L
−13L −3L2 −22L 4L2

 (A.10)

A.2 Piezoelectric model

The piezoelectric patch element can be modelled using the same approach as for the Euler
Bernoulli beam element [29]. The mass and stiffness matrices are expressed as follows:

Kp =
EpIp
L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 , (A.11)

Mp =
ρpApL

420


156 22L 54 −13L
22L 4L2 13L −3L2

54 13L 156 −22L
−13L −3L2 −22L 4L2

 , (A.12)

with the subscript p denoting a piezoelectric property. However, since the piezoelectric patches
are bonded to the beam in a collocated configuration, the stiffness of the whole element including
the host structure is expressed by:

EIeq = EI + 2EpIp, (A.13)

and Ip is calculated with the parallel axis theorem:

Ip =
1

12
wh3p + whp

(hb + hp)
2

4
, (A.14)

where hp and hb being the height of the piezoelectric patch and beam respectively. The mass
per unit length is:

(ρA)eq = w(ρhb + 2ρphp). (A.15)

Then the stiffness and mass matrices of these elements can be expressed as follows:

Kep =
EIeq
L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 , (A.16)

Mep =
(ρA)eqL

420


156 22L 54 −13L
22L 4L2 13L −3L2

54 13L 156 −22L
−13L −3L2 −22L 4L2

 . (A.17)

A.3 Viscoelastic model

The constrained layer damping element containing a viscoelastic core is modelled using the
Ross-Kerwin-Ungar model. This model depicts a three layer sandwich beam, seen in figure 17.
From the RKU model, one can obtain a complex stiffness for the CLD element that depicts
its frequency dependent behavior. The model uses the complex Young’s Modulus and complex
shear modulus that can be obtained from experimental data. This data can then be interpolated
over a desired frequency range.
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Figure 17: Section of a CLD elementv [2]

The complex moduli can be written as follows:

G∗(jω) = G
′
(ω)[1 + jη(ω)], (A.18)

E∗(jω) = 2(1 + νv)G
′
(jω). (A.19)

The RKU model expresses the bending stiffness of the CLD element with a complex value. This
value changes with the frequency that the beam is excited at, because it depends on G∗ and
E∗. This bending stiffness can be included in the FEM model to simulate a partially covered
beam. The bending stiffness is expressed as:

EI∗ = E1(
H3

1

12
+H1D

2) + E∗
2(
H3

2

12
H +H2(H21 −D2)) + E3(

H3
3

12
+H3(H31 −D2))−

E∗
2

H2
2

12
(
H31 −D

1 + g
)− [

E∗
2H2

2
(H21 −D) + E3H3(H31 −D)](

H31 −D

1 + g
).

(A.20)

The complex stiffness contains the following parameters:

D =
E∗

2H2(H31 − H21
2 )g(E∗

2H2H21 + E3H3H31)

E1H1 +
E∗

2H2

2 g(E1H1 + E∗
2H2 + E3H3)

, (A.21)

g =
G∗

2

E3H2H3p2
, (A.22)

H21 =
H1 +H2

2
, (A.23)

H31 =
H1 +H3

2
+H2. (A.24)

The bending stiffness is then included into the stiffness matrix for the CLD element:

Kv =
EI∗

L3


12 6L −12 6L
6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L
6L 2L2 −6L 4L2

 . (A.25)

The mass matrix is similar to the previously derived ones, with the mass per unit length being
substituted with the mass of base beam, mass of VEM layer and mass of constraining layer.
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A.4 System matrix assembly

To assemble the system mass and stiffness matrices the beam is divided up into different el-
ements. Either bare beam, piezoelectric or CLD. For each element the relevant stiffness and
mass matrices are assembled. These are then combined in the appropriate order in which they
appear along the beam in the system matrices. Kruik [23] has provided an example for a 2
element system. The element stiffness matrix has entries Ki

node which represents the ith node
DoFs, which is part of the Ki

element.

Ki
element =

[
K2i−1

node 0
0 K2i

node

]
(A.26)

Ksystem =

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1



K1

node 0 0 0
0 K2

node 0 0
0 0 K3

node

0 0 0 K4
node



1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 (A.27)

A.5 Frequency response

The stiffness matrix becomes complex and changes with frequency. Therefore the equations of
motion are transformed into the frequency domain. For the FEM model the following equation
of motion is obtained:

[−ω2M+K(jω)]U(jω) = F(jω) (A.28)

The matrices K and M are made up of the beam elements, piezoelectric elements and the
CLD elements. As is implied in the formula, K is dependent on ω. To solve this equation and
to generate frequency response plots, this equation is solved for the displacements U at each
frequency of interest. In this case 10 000 points are selected between 1 and 1000 Hz. Then a
bode diagram can be generated with the displacement of the node of interest as an output and
the disturbance force as an input. This process is described in figure 18

Figure 18: Process to calculate frequency response of system

KE represents the elastic part of the stiffness matrix, KV the viscoelastic and frequency depen-
dent part. Hoi is the transfer function from the oth node where the external force is applied to
the ith node where the strain is measured. Using this transfer function, Bode diagrams of the
system can be generated.
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B Experimental validation

B.1 Host structure

The model used is tested and validated with an experiment. An existing setup created by a
previous TU Delft student [37] was used, with some slight modifications for this thesis. An
aluminium cantilver beam is the host structure for this experiment. It is clamped at its base
and oriented vertically. The properties of the beam are give in table 1.

B.2 Constrained layer damping treatment

A constrained layer damping tape is used to apply damping to the beam. 3M 2552 Damping
Foil was applied onto the beam. This CLD tape is used to dampen resonant vibrations across
a wide range of frequencies and temperatures. It is constructed of an aluminium constraining
layer and pressure sensitive viscoelastic polymer adhesive. The viscoelastic layer is 0.127 mm
thick and the constraining layer is twice as thick at 0.254 mm. The viscoelastic properties are
extracted from the nomograph below.

Figure 19: Nomograph CLD damping tape [42]

This is done by selecting a frequency line, then following that line where it intersects an isotherm
line. Then a vertical line is extended between this intersection point to the loss factor and shear
modulus. The following values were extracted from the graph. Then interpolation is performed
using MATLAB piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial, using 10 000 points accross
the frequency range.

Frequency f 1 10 100 1000

Shear modulus G
′
(MPa) 0.2 0.8 1.2 8

Loss factor η 0.7 1 0.9 0.5

Table 9: Shear modulus and loss factor extracted from nomograph

A 10 cm long and 3.5 cm wide piece of CLD tape is placed on the beam, just above the
piezoelectric transducers, 8 cm from the base. This was an arbitrary location, the experiment
was performed only to check the validity of the model and not to check an optimal configuration.
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B.3 Piezoelectric transducers

The piezoelectric transducers used in this experiment are PI Ceramic P-876.A12 DuraAct patch
transducers, the properties can be found in table 10. Two of these transducers are placed on
opposite sides of the beam, acting as a collocated sensor-actuator pair. The pair is placed 1
cm above the base of the beam. The patches are attached to the beam using epoxy glue. The
patches have voltage connections that can be soldered onto. These patches are connected to
two different amplifier circuits. The actuator is connected to a voltage amplifier circuit and the
sensor to a charge amplifier circuit.

Property Value Unit

Operating voltage range -100 to 400 V
Motion and positioning
Min lateral contraction 650 µm/m
Rel. lateral contraction 1.3 µm/m/V
Mechanical properties
Blocking force 90 N
Min. bending radius 20 mm
Drive properties
Electrical capacitance 90 nF
Piezo ceramic PIC255
Piezoceramic height 200 µm
Miscellaneous
Voltage connector Soldering points
Dimensions 61 x 35 x 0.5 mm

Table 10: PI-876.A12 properties [43]

The voltage amplifier circuit uses a PiezoDrive BD-300 amplifier. This is used to achieve the
high voltages required to drive the actuator. The input signal comes from a micro-controller
and ranges between 0 and 3 V. This signal can then be amplified to ± 300 V thanks to the
amplifier. In this case the signal is amplified to approximately 30 V. The properties and wiring
diagram are provided below.

Property Value Unit

Supply Voltage 12-30 V
Input voltage range 0-3 V
Input impedance 5-10
Output voltage 300 V
Differential output ± 300 V
Gain 101
Peak current 50 mA
RMS current 11 mA
Small signal bandwidth 20 kHz

Table 11: BD-300 amplifier properties [37]
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Figure 20: Voltage amplifier wiring diagram [44]

The charge amplifier circuit used with the sensor conditions the signal, it produces a suitable
voltage output proportional to the charge of the sensor by intergrating the generated current.
It has further advantages such as improving low frequency measurements, negating possible
disturbances due to capacitors parallel to the sensor and preventing measurement drift [37].
The circuit diagram is provided and is based on an operational amplifier (OP497). A feedback
capacitor Cf is used for integration, a feeback resistor Rf provides a discharge path to prevent
saturation and the input resistor Ri protects against electrostatic discharge.

Figure 21: Circuit diagram for charge amplifier circuit [45]

B.4 System Identification

The Texas Instruments C2000 Delfino MCU F28379D LaunchPad™ is used to send and receive
signals to and from the piezoelectric transducer patches. Code from Hani [37] is generated in
MATLAB Simulink to send a chirp signal to the actuator. The sensor signal can be logged in
the MATLAB workspace. A detailed overview of how this is done is provided in [37].

Two identifaction runs are performed to validate the model. The first is on a beam with
only the collocated sensor-actuator pair and the second one with the CLD strip. The strain
measurements from the sensor patch are logged and using MATLAB tfestimate Bode plots are
generated, see figure 22. The results from this identification run are then compared with the
results from the model, these are shown and discussed in section 2.4.
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Figure 22: System identification
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C MATLAB code

C.1 FEM model

1 function [mf, sys , sys_fb , U, modes_index , nElem , H_oi ,lossfac ,

en_tot , en_cld , en_bb] = batchbeam(beam ,visc ,cl ,piez ,ms ,CLDpos

,piezopos)

2
3 %This function calculates the state space system of a 1D Euler

Bernoulli

4 %beam with active piezo and passive CLD elements. This code can

be used to

5 %run batch simulations with the active and passive patches at

different

6 %points along the beam

7 %Function returns mf --> uncontrolled beam and sys --> state

space model w/

8 %control

9 %% First calculate visco properties

10 %Properties extracted from 3M ISD112 nomograph

11
12 if ms.constG == false

13
14 nom.omega = [0.1 1 10 100 1000]; %frequency vector [Hz]

15 nom.Gprime = 1e6 *[0.1 0.2 0.8 1.2 8]; %shear modulus vector

for discrete frequency values [Pa]

16 nom.eta = [0.4 0.7 1 0.9 0.5]; %loss factor vector for

discrete frequencies [Pa]

17 nom.logomega = logspace ( -1 ,3,10000); %logarithmic frequency

vector for interpolation

18 Gprime = pchip(nom.omega , nom.Gprime , nom.logomega);

19 Eta = pchip(nom.omega , nom.eta , nom.logomega);

20 G_pp = Gprime .*Eta;

21 G_star = Gprime .*(1i*Eta) + Gprime ; %formula for complex

shear modulus

22
23 else

24 nom.omega = [0.1 1 10 100 1000]; %frequency vector [Hz]

25 nom.Gprime = 1e6 *[0.1 0.2 0.8 1.2 8]; %shear modulus vector

for discrete frequency values [Pa]

26 nom.eta = [0.4 0.7 1 0.9 0.5]; %loss factor vector for

discrete frequencies [Pa]

27 nom.logomega = logspace ( -1 ,3,10000); %logarithmic frequency

vector for interpolation

28 Gprime = ones (1 ,10000)*nom.Gprime (3);

29 Eta = ones (1 ,10000)*nom.eta(3);

30 G_pp = Gprime .*Eta;

31 G_star = Gprime .*(1i*Eta) + Gprime ; %formula for complex

shear modulus

32 end

33 %% Lengths of different elements
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34
35 n_cld = length(CLDpos); %number of cld patches

36 n_piezo = length(piezopos); %number of piezo patches

37 npatch = n_cld + n_piezo; % total number of patches

38 visco = zeros(1,npatch); %location of CLD patch x/L, includes

piezo patch as well

39 pie = zeros(1,npatch); %location of piezo patch x/L, includes

visco patch as well

40 totloc = sort([ CLDpos piezopos ]); %location of all patches x/L

sorted by order in which they appear

41 patchlengths = zeros(1,npatch); %vector with lengths of patches

in order of which they appear on beam

42
43 for i = 1: npatch

44 if ismember(totloc(i),piezopos) == 1 %check whether patch is

piezo or not

45 pie(i) = totloc(i); %fill in the location of piezo patch

46 elseif ismember(totloc(i),CLDpos) == 1 %check whether patch

is visco or not

47 visco(i) = totloc(i); %fill in location of viscopatch

48 end

49 end

50
51
52 for i = 1: npatch

53 if isempty(piezopos) == 1 && isempty(CLDpos) == 1

54 ms.patchlengths = [];

55 else

56 if i == 1 %for the first patch

57 if (pie(i) == 0) && (visco(i) == 0) && (piezopos(i) == 0) %

this is to include the possibility of patch starting at x

=0

58 patchlengths(i) = piez.L; %if the piezo patch is at x = 0

fill in its length in the vector

59 elseif (pie(i) == 0) && (visco(i) == 0) && (CLDpos(i) == 0) %

if the CLD patch is at x = 0

60 patchlengths(i) = visc.L;

61 elseif pie(i) == 0 && visco(i) ~= 0 %case when the first

patch is not at x=0 and it is a visco patch

62 patchlengths(i) = visc.L;

63 else visco(i) == 0 && pie(i) ~=0 %case when first patch is

not at x =0 and is a piezo patch

64 patchlengths(i) = piez.L;

65 end

66 else

67 if pie(i) == 0

68 patchlengths(i) = visc.L;

69 elseif visco(i) == 0

70 patchlengths(i) = piez.L;

71 end

72 end
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73 end

74 end

75
76
77 [Ls , sElements , vElements] = getLength(beam , ms, piez , visc ,

CLDpos , piezopos , visco , pie , patchlengths);

78 nElem = length(Ls);

79 nNodes = nElem +1 ;

80
81 %% Generate and assemble system matrices

82
83 K_sys = zeros(ms.nDofs*nNodes ,ms.nDofs*nNodes); %set up system

stiffness matrix

84 M_sys = zeros(ms.nDofs*nNodes ,ms.nDofs*nNodes); %set up system

mass matrix

85
86 F = zeros(length(K_sys),length(nom.logomega)); %set up load

vector

87
88 if ms.tipforce == true

89 F(end -1,:) = 1; %apply vertical load to last node

90
91 elseif ms.patchinput == true

92 F(4,:) = 1; %simulate a patch by applying a bending moment at

the ends of the patch

93 F(6,:) = 1;

94 F(8,:) = 1;

95 else

96 F(3,:) = 1; %apply force near base of structure at first non

clamped node

97 end

98 U = zeros(length(K_sys), length(nom.logomega)); %matrix to store

displacements

99 H_oi = zeros(1,length(U));

100 Ph = zeros(size(H_oi));

101 p = 8*pi/beam.L;

102
103 for i = 1: length(nom.logomega)

104
105 w = nom.logomega(i)*2*pi; %current frequency

106 [EI_CLD , eta] = rku(beam , visc , cl, p, G_star(i), Gprime(i),

G_pp(i)); %get RKU bending stiffness at current frequency

107
108 for k = 1: nElem

109 n1 = k; %starting node

110 n2 = k+1; %end node

111
112 [K_bb , M_bb , K_CLD , M_CLD , K_p , M_p] = ElemMat(beam ,visc ,cl,

piez , Ls(k), EI_CLD); %get all the elememtal matrices

113
114
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115 if vElements(k) == 1 %check whether element is CLD

116 Kelem = K_CLD; %elastic stiffness matrix for CLD element

117 Melem = M_CLD; %mass matrix for CLD element

118
119 elseif sElements(k) == 1 %check whether element is piezo

120 Kelem = K_p; %stiffness matrix for piezo

121 Melem = M_p; %mass matrix for piezo element

122
123 else

124 Kelem = K_bb; %elastic stiffness matrix for base beam

125 Melem = M_bb; %mass matrix for base beam

126
127 end

128
129 if n1 == 1 %apply clamped boundary condition to first node

130 Kelem (1:ms.nDofs ,:) = zeros(ms.nDofs ,ms.nDofs *2);

131 Kelem (:,1:ms.nDofs) = zeros(ms.nDofs*2,ms.nDofs);

132 Kelem (1:ms.nDofs ,1:ms.nDofs) = eye(ms.nDofs);

133 Melem (1:ms.nDofs ,:) = zeros(ms.nDofs ,ms.nDofs *2);

134 Melem (:,1:ms.nDofs) = zeros(ms.nDofs*2,ms.nDofs);

135 Melem (1:ms.nDofs ,1:ms.nDofs) = eye(ms.nDofs);

136
137 end

138 K_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.

nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs) = K_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*

ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs)+ Kelem;

139 M_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.

nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs) = M_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*

ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs)+ Melem;

140
141 end

142
143
144 U(:,i) = (K_sys - (w^2)*M_sys)\F(:,i);

145 if ms.tipforce == true

146 H_oi(:,i) = U(end -1,i)/F(end -1,i);

147 elseif ms.patchinput == true

148 H_oi(:,i) = U(4,i)/F(4,i);

149 else

150 H_oi(:,i) = U(3,i)/F(3,i);

151 end

152 Ph(:,i) = atan2(imag(H_oi(:,i)),real(H_oi(:,i)));

153
154 end

155
156 if isempty(CLDpos) == 0

157 zfr = 1001* abs(H_oi).*exp(1i*Ph);

158 mf = idfrd(zfr ,nom.logomega *2*pi ,0);

159 [~, modes_index] = findpeaks(abs(H_oi));

160 else

161 zfr = 1001* abs(H_oi).*exp(1i*-Ph);
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162 mf = idfrd(zfr ,nom.logomega *2*pi ,0);

163 [~, modes_index] = findpeaks(abs(H_oi));

164 end

165 %% Calculate energies and loss factors at resonances

166
167 % if isempty(CLDpos) == 0

168
169 en_tot = zeros(length(modes_index) ,1); %vector to store total

strain energy of beam

170 en_cld = zeros(nElem ,length(modes_index)); %vector to store

strain energy of CLD elements

171 en_bb = zeros(nElem ,length(modes_index)); %vector to store strain

energy of beam elements

172 en_p = zeros(nElem ,length(modes_index)); %vector to store strain

energy of piezo elements

173 lossfac = zeros(size(en_tot));

174
175 for i = 1: length(modes_index)

176 j = modes_index(i);

177 w = nom.logomega(j)*2*pi;

178 [EI_CLD , ~] = rku(beam , visc , cl, p, G_star(j), Gprime(j),

G_pp(j));

179 u = U(:,j); %displacement at resonance freq

180 cldindex = find(vElements);

181
182 for k = 1: nElem

183 n1 = k; %starting node

184 n2 = k+1; %end node

185
186
187 [K_bb , M_bb , K_CLD , M_CLD , K_p , M_p] = ElemMat(beam ,visc ,cl,

piez , Ls(k), EI_CLD); %get all the elememtal matrices

188
189
190 if vElements(k) == 1 %check whether element is CLD

191 Kelem = K_CLD; %elastic stiffness matrix for CLD element

192 Melem = M_CLD; %mass matrix for CLD element

193 en_cld(k,i) = 0.5*u(n1*2-1:n2*2) '*Kelem*u(n1*2-1:n2*2);
194 en_bb(k,i) = 0;

195 en_p(k,i) = 0;

196 elseif sElements(k) == 1 %check whether element is piezo

197 Kelem = K_p; %stiffness matrix for piezo

198 Melem = M_p; %mass matrix for piezo element

199 en_p(k,i) = 0.5*u(n1*2-1:n2*2) '*Kelem*u(n1*2-1:n2*2);
200 en_bb(k,i) = 0;

201 en_cld(k,i) = 0;

202 else

203 Kelem = K_bb; %elastic stiffness matrix for base beam

204 Melem = M_bb; %mass matrix for base beam

205 en_bb(k,i) = 0.5*u(n1*2-1:n2*2) '*Kelem*u(n1*2-1:n2*2);
206 en_cld(k,i) = 0;
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207 en_p(k,i) = 0;

208 end

209
210 if n1 == 1 %apply clamped boundary condition to first node

211 Kelem (1:ms.nDofs ,:) = zeros(ms.nDofs ,ms.nDofs *2);

212 Kelem (:,1:ms.nDofs) = zeros(ms.nDofs*2,ms.nDofs);

213 Kelem (1:ms.nDofs ,1:ms.nDofs) = eye(ms.nDofs);

214 Melem (1:ms.nDofs ,:) = zeros(ms.nDofs ,ms.nDofs *2);

215 Melem (:,1:ms.nDofs) = zeros(ms.nDofs*2,ms.nDofs);

216 Melem (1:ms.nDofs ,1:ms.nDofs) = eye(ms.nDofs);

217
218 end

219 K_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.

nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs) = K_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*

ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs)+ Kelem;

220 M_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.

nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs) = M_sys(n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*

ms.nDofs ,n1*ms.nDofs -(ms.nDofs -1):n2*ms.nDofs) + Melem;

221
222 end

223 en_tot(i) = sum(en_p(:,i))+sum(en_bb(:,i))+sum(en_cld(:,i));

224 if isempty(CLDpos) == 0

225 %lossfac(i) = abs(en_cld(cldindex ,i))*Eta(j)/abs(en_tot(i

));

226 lossfac(i) = abs(sum(en_cld(:,i)))*Eta(j)/abs(en_tot(i));

227 else

228 lossfac = [];

229 end

230 if i == 2 %saves K and M at 2nd mode for state space model

231 Kres2 = K_sys;

232 Mres2 = M_sys;

233 end

234 end

235
236 % else

237 % lossfac = [];

238 % en_tot = [];

239 % en_cld = [];

240 % end

241 %% Modal decomposition and control implementation

242
243 if ~isempty(piezopos)

244
245 [Phi , omega2] = eigs(Kres2 , Mres2 , ms.nModes+2, 'smallestabs ');
246 omega2 = abs(( omega2));

247 omega = sqrt(diag(omega2));

248
249 if n_cld ~= 0

250 Phi = abs(Phi(:,3:end)); %get rid of rigid body modes

251 else

252 Phi = Phi(:,3:end);
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253 end

254 omega2 = omega2 (3:end , 3:end);

255
256
257 Phi = Phi/(Phi '* M_sys*Phi); %normalize modeshapes w.r.t. mass

matrix

258 %Piezo inputs and outputs;

259 [intS ,~] = shapeFunctions (); %get intergral of shape function

260 z = beam.h/2+ piez.h; %effective height

261
262 %sensor equations

263 H = 1e11; %sensor gain

264 d31 = -180e-12; % Piezo coupling

d

265 s11 = 16.1e-12;

266 e31 = d31/s11; % Piezo coupling

e

267 w = beam.w; % width of beam

268 S = - H*z*e31*w*intS;

269
270
271 %actuator equations

272 [~,intG] = shapeFunctions ();

273 Ep = piez.E;

274 d31 = -180e-12;

275 w = piez.w;

276 zbar = (piez.h+beam.h)/2;

277 G = Ep*d31*w*zbar *[0 -1 0 1]';%intG ';
278
279 %External force input

280 Bext = zeros(nNodes*ms.nDofs ,1);

281 if ms.tipforce == true

282 Bext(end -1) = 1;

283 else

284 Bext (3) = 1;

285 end

286
287 %modal damping matrix

288
289 Cmodal = 2*beam.zeta*sqrt(omega2);

290
291 %measurement and interpolation

292 height = ms.mesheight (1);

293 pos = zeros(1,nNodes);

294
295 for i = 1: length(Ls)+1

296
297 if i == 1

298 pos(i) = 0;

299 end

300
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301 pos(i) = sum(Ls(1:(i-1)));

302
303 end

304
305 diff = pos -height;

306 lowerNodes = find(diff <0);

307 interpNodes = [lowerNodes(end), lowerNodes(end)+1];

308 interpEl = interpNodes (1);

309 %natural coordinate alpha

310 alpha = height - pos(interpNodes (1));

311 N1 = [1, alpha , alpha^2, alpha ^3];

312 Aint = [1 0 0 0; 0 1 0 0; 1 Ls(interpEl) Ls(interpEl)^2 Ls(

interpEl)^3; 0 1 2*Ls(interpEl) 3*Ls(interpEl)^2];

313 Ainv = inv(Aint);

314 N = N1*Ainv;

315 Cmeas = zeros(1,nNodes*ms.nDofs);

316 Cmeas(1, interpNodes (1)*2-1: interpNodes (1) *2+2) = N;

317
318
319
320
321 %Voltage input B and output C matrices

322
323 nsElements = length(piezopos)*piez.elemP; %number of smart

elements

324 Cs = zeros(length(piezopos),nNodes*ms.nDofs);

325 Bg = zeros(nNodes*ms.nDofs ,length(piezopos));

326 indx = find(sElements);

327
328 for i = 1: length(piezopos)

329 for k = 1:piez.elemP

330 el = indx((i-1)*piez.elemP + k);

331 n1 = el;

332 Bg(n1*2-1:n1*2+2,i) = Bg(n1*2-1:n1*2+2,i) + G;

333 Cs(i,n1*2-1:n1 *2+2) = Cs(i,n1*2-1:n1 *2+2) + S;

334
335 end

336
337 end

338
339 %create state -space model

340
341 A = [zeros(ms.nModes), eye(ms.nModes); -omega2 , -Cmodal ];

342
343 B = [zeros(ms.nModes , n_piezo +1); Phi '*Bext , Phi '*Bg];
344
345 C = [Cmeas*Phi , zeros(1,ms.nModes); Cs*Phi , zeros(n_piezo , ms.

nModes)];

346
347 sys = ss(A,B,C,[]);

348
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349
350
351 %Apply PPF feedback

352
353 if n_piezo == 0

354 ms.fb = false;

355 end

356
357
358 if ms.fb == true

359 [~,wpeak] = hinfnorm(sys(1,1));

360 %wc = wpeak;

361 wc = 120*2* pi;

362 zetac = 0.2;

363 kc =1;

364
365 PPF = tf(kc*wc^2,[1 2* zetac*wc wc^2]);

366 PPF = -PPF*eye(n_piezo); %

SISO PPF for every patch (just to test)

367
368 sys_fb = feedback(sys ,PPF ,[2:1+ n_piezo ] ,[2:1+ n_piezo ],1); %

Same system as before , only with ppf

369
370 end

371
372 else

373 sys_fb = [];

374 sys = [];

375 end

376 end

C.2 Calculate element lengths for FEM model

1 function [Ls,sElements , vElements] = getLength(beam , ms, piez ,

visc , CLDpos , piezopos , visco , pie , patchlengths)

2 nPatches = length(piezopos); % Number of piezo patches

3 nCLD = length(CLDpos); %Number of CLD patches

4 ntot = nPatches + nCLD; %total number of patches (smart and

passive)

5 nsElementsP = piez.elemP; % Number of smart elements per

patch

6 nsElements = nPatches*nsElementsP; % Number of smart elements

in total

7 nvElementsP = visc.n; %number of viscoelastic elements per

CLD patch

8 nvElements = nCLD*nvElementsP; %number of viscoelastic

elements in total

9 L = beam.L; %total length of the beam

10
11 %define gaps , these are the space between the smart elements ,

both
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12 %under and above them -> the actual beam elements

13 if ~isempty(piezopos) && isempty(CLDpos) %case when there are

smart elements but no CLD elements

14 ngaps = nPatches +1; % Number of

gaps in theory

15 gaps = zeros(1,ngaps);

16
17 for i = 1: ngaps% Get the length of every gap (between the

patches)

18 if i == 1 % The first gap

19 gaps(i) = piezopos(i)*L;

20 elseif i <= nPatches % The rest

of the gaps

21 gaps(i) = piezopos(i)*L-(sum(gaps (1:i))+(i-1)*

piez.L);

22 else

23 gaps(i) = L-(sum(gaps (1:i))+(i-1)*piez.elemL*

nsElementsP);

24 end

25 end

26
27 % Catch some errors here already

28 if sum(gaps)+nPatches*piez.elemL*nsElementsP - L > 0

29 error('Gaps are not correct (do not sum up to total

length of beam)')
30 end

31 for i = 1: length(gaps)

32 if gaps(i) < 0

33 error('Patches are too close together! (They

overlap)')
34 end

35 end

36
37 nGapElements = ceil(gaps/(ms.LElem*L)); % Get number of

elements per gap

38
39 gelementLengths = cell(ngaps ,1);

% Intermediate cell array containing lengths of

elements in gaps

40 for i = 1: ngaps

41 elementL = gaps(i)/nGapElements(i); %length of the

gap divided by the number of elements per gap

42 gelementLengths{i} = ones(1, nGapElements(i))*elementL

; %vector with the length of each element in the

gap

43 end

44
45 pelementLengths = cell(nPatches ,1); %Intermediate cell

array containing length of piezo element lengths

46 for i = 1: nPatches
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47 elementL = piez.elemL; %length of the element is

length of the piezoelectric patch element

48 pelementLengths{i} = ones(1,piez.elemP)*elementL; %

vector wit the lengths of piezo patch elements

49 end

50
51 Ls = []; %create a vector to store the element lengths in

52 sElements = []; %create a vector to identify which

elements are smart

53
54 for i = 1: nPatches +1

55 if i <= nPatches

56 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i},pelementLengths{i}];

57 sElements = [sElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),ones(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

58 else

59 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i}];

60 sElements = [sElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i}))];

61 end

62 end

63 vElements = zeros(1,length(Ls)); %create a zero vector

since there no CLD elements in this case

64 if round(sum(Ls) - L,4) > 0

65 error('Ls is not correct! (not the same as L')
66 end

67 if sum(sElements) - nsElements > 0

68 error('sElements is incorrect!')
69 end

70
71
72 elseif ~isempty(CLDpos) && isempty(piezopos) %case when there

are CLD elements but no smart elements

73 ngaps = nCLD +1; % Number of gaps

in theory

74 gaps = zeros(1,ngaps);

75
76 for i = 1: ngaps% Get the length of every gap (between the

patches)

77 if i == 1 % The first gap

78 gaps(i) = CLDpos(i)*L;

79 elseif i <= nCLD % The rest of

the gaps

80 gaps(i) = CLDpos(i)*L-(sum(gaps (1:i))+(i-1)*visc.

elemL*nvElementsP);

81 else

82 gaps(i) = L-(sum(gaps (1:i))+(i-1)*visc.elemL*

nvElementsP);

83 end

84 end
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85
86 % Catch some errors here already

87 if sum(gaps)+nCLD*visc.elemL*nvElementsP - L > 0

88 error('Gaps are not correct (do not sum up to total

length of beam)')
89 end

90 for i = 1: length(gaps)

91 if gaps(i) < 0

92 error('Patches are too close together! (They

overlap)')
93 end

94 end

95
96 nGapElements = ceil(gaps/(ms.LElem*L)); % Get number of

elements per gap

97
98 gelementLengths = cell(ngaps ,1); % Intermediate

cell array containing lengths of elements in gaps

99 for i = 1: ngaps

100 elementL = gaps(i)/nGapElements(i); %length of the

gap divided by the number of elements per gap

101 gelementLengths{i} = ones(1, nGapElements(i))*elementL

; %vector with the length of each element in the

gap

102 end

103
104 pelementLengths = cell(nCLD ,1); %Intermediate cell

array containing length of piezo element lengths

105 for i = 1:nCLD

106 elementL = visc.elemL; %length of the element is

length of the piezoelectric patch element

107 pelementLengths{i} = ones(1,visc.n)*elementL; %vector

wit the lengths of piezo patch elements

108 end

109
110 Ls = []; %create a vector to store the element lengths in

111 vElements = []; %create a vector to identify which

elements are viscoelastic

112 for i = 1:nCLD+1

113 if i <= nCLD

114 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i},pelementLengths{i}];

115 vElements = [vElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),ones(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

116 else

117 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i}];

118 vElements = [vElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i}))];

119 end

120 end
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121 sElements = zeros(1,length(Ls)); %create a zero vector

since there are no smart elements in this case

122 if round(sum(Ls) - L,4) > 0

123 error('Ls is not correct! (not the same as L')
124 end

125 if sum(vElements) - nvElements > 0

126 error('sElements is incorrect!')
127 end

128
129 elseif ~isempty(piezopos) && ~isempty(CLDpos)

130 ngaps = ntot +1; %total number of gaps

131 gaps = zeros(1,ngaps);

132
133
134 for i = 1: ngaps% Get the length of every gap (between the

patches)

135 if i == 1 % The first gap

136 gaps(i) = (visco(i)+pie(i))*L;

137
138 elseif i <= ntot % The rest of

the gaps

139
140 gaps(i) = (visco(i)+pie(i))*L-(sum(gaps (1:i))+sum

(patchlengths (1:(i-1))));

141
142 else

143 gaps(i) = L-(sum(gaps (1:i-1))+sum(patchlengths

(1:(i-1)))); %the last gap

144 end

145 end

146
147 % Catch some errors here already

148 if round(sum(gaps)+ sum(patchlengths) - L,4) > 0

149 error('Gaps are not correct (do not sum up to total

length of beam)')
150 end

151 for i = 1: length(gaps)

152 if gaps(i) < 0

153 error('Patches are too close together! (They

overlap)')
154 end

155 end

156
157 nGapElements = ceil(gaps/(ms.LElem*L)); % Get number of

elements per gap

158
159 gelementLengths = cell(ngaps ,1);

% Intermediate cell array containing lengths of

elements in gaps

160 for i = 1: ngaps
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161 elementL = gaps(i)/nGapElements(i); %length of the

gap divided by the number of elements per gap

162 gelementLengths{i} = ones(1, nGapElements(i))*elementL

; %vector with the length of each element in the

gap

163 end

164
165 pelementLengths = cell(ntot ,1); %Intermediate cell

array containing length of piezo element lengths

166
167 for i = 1:ntot

168 if patchlengths(i) == piez.L

169 elementL = piez.elemL; %length of the element is

length of the visco patch element

170 pelementLengths{i} = ones(1,piez.elemP)*elementL; %

vector wit the lengths of visco patch elements

171 else

172 elementL = visc.elemL;

173 pelementLengths{i} = ones(1,visc.n)*elementL; %vector

with the length of visco elements

174 end

175 end

176
177
178 Ls = []; %create a vector to store the element lengths in

179 sElements = []; %create a vector to identify which

elements are smart

180 vElements = []; %create a vector to identify which

elements are viscoelastic

181 for i = 1:ntot+1

182 if i <= ntot

183 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i},pelementLengths{i}];

184 if patchlengths(i) == piez.L

185 sElements = [sElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),ones(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

186 vElements = [vElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),zeros(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

187 else

188 sElements = [sElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),zeros(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

189 vElements = [vElements ,zeros(1,length(

gelementLengths{i})),ones(1,length(

pelementLengths{i}))];

190 end

191 else

192 Ls = [Ls,gelementLengths{i}];

193 sElements = [sElements ,zeros(1,length(gelementLengths{

i}))];
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194 vElements = [vElements ,zeros(1,length(gelementLengths{

i}))];

195 end

196 end

197
198
199 if round(sum(Ls) - L,4) > 0

200 error('Ls is not correct! (not the same as L')
201 end

202 if (sum(sElements)+sum(vElements)) - (nvElements+

nsElements) > 0

203 error('sElements is incorrect!')
204 end

205
206 else % case when there are no smart of visco element (bare

beam)

207 nElements = 1/ms.LElem;

208 Ls = ones(1, nElements)*L/nElements;

209 sElements = zeros(length(Ls));

210 vElements = zeros(length(Ls));

211 end

212
213
214 %sElements = find(sElements);

215 %sElements = reshape(sElements ,piez.elemP ,[]);

216 %vElements = find(vElements);

217
218
219 end

C.3 Plotting and results

1 %clear all

2
3 %bode plot options

4
5 plotoptions = bodeoptions;

6 plotoptions.Title.String = '';
7 plotoptions.Title.Interpreter = 'latex ';
8 plotoptions.XLabel.Interpreter = 'latex ';
9 plotoptions.YLabel.Interpreter = 'latex ';

10 plotoptions.XLabel.FontSize = 13;

11 plotoptions.YLabel.FontSize = 13;

12 plotoptions.FreqUnits = 'Hz';
13 plotoptions.grid = 'on';
14 %plotOptions.PhaseWrapping = 'off ';
15 plotoptions.XLim = {[1 10e3]};

16
17 %Base beam parameters

18 beam.L = 0.277; %length of beam [m]

19 beam.w = 0.04; %width of beam [m]
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20 beam.h = 0.0016; %height of beam [m]

21 beam.E = 70e9; %elasticity modulus [Pa]

22 beam.A = beam.w*beam.h; %cross section of beam [m^2]

23 beam.I = beam.w*beam.h^3/12; %beam moment of inertia [m^4]

24 beam.rho = 2700; %density [kg/m^3]

25 beam.mu = 0.334; %Poisson ratio of beam

26 beam.zeta = 0.01; %modal damping ratio of the beam

27 beam.m = beam.rho*beam.A*beam.L; %mass of the base beam [kg]

28
29 %Piezo patch parameters

30 piez.L = 0.22* beam.L; %length of the piezo patch [m]

31 piez.rho = 7800; %density of patch [kg/m^3]

32 piez.h = 0.0005; %height of the piezo patch [m]

33 piez.w = 0.035; %width of the patch [m]

34 piez.E = 52e9; %stiffness of the beam [Pa]

35 piez.A = piez.w*piez.h; %cross sectional area of patch [m^2]

36 piez.I = (piez.w*piez.h^3) /12 + piez.w*piez.h*(0.25*( piez.h+beam.

h)^2);

37 piez.elemP = 3; %number of piezo elements per patch%moment of

inertia of patch and beam

38 piez.elemL = piez.L/piez.elemP; %length of piezo element

39 piez.m = piez.A*piez.L*piez.rho;

40
41 %Viscoelastic patch parameters

42 visc.n = 1; %no of visc elements per patch

43 visc.rho = 1.011e3; %density of viscoelastic material [kg/m^3]

44 visc.w = 0.035; %width of visco [m]

45 visc.h = 0.000127; %height of visco [m]

46 visc.A = visc.w*visc.h; %cross section of viscoleastic material [

m^2]

47 visc.I = visc.w*visc.h^3/12; %moment of inertia of visc [m^4]

48 visc.E = 3e9;%placeholder for complex modulus

49 visc.L = 0.40* beam.L; %length of viscoleastic beam element [m]

50 visc.m = visc.A*visc.L*visc.rho; %mass of viscoleastic patch [kg]

51 visc.G = 3e9; %placeholder for shear modulus [Pa]

52 visc.mu = 0.49; %poisson ratio

53 visc.elemL = visc.L/visc.n; %length of a CLD element [m]

54
55
56 %Constraining layer parameters

57 cl.n = visc.n; %number of constraining layer elements

58 cl.rho = beam.rho; %density of constraining layer [kg/m^3]

59 cl.w = visc.w; %width of constraining layer [m]

60 cl.h = visc.h*2; %height of constraining layer [m]

61 cl.L = visc.L; %length of constraining layer [m]

62 cl.E = beam.E; %E modulus of constraining layer [m]

63 cl.A = cl.w*cl.h; %Cross section of constraining layer [m^2]

64 cl.I = cl.w*cl.h^3/12; %Moment of inertia [m^4]

65 cl.m = cl.A*cl.L*cl.rho; % mass of constraining layer [kg]

66
67 %Model settings
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68
69 ms.fb = true; %apply feeback

70 ms.nDofs = 2; %mnumber of dofs per node

71 ms.nModes = 4; %number of modes to be calculated

72 ms.mesheight = 0.2* beam.L; %place where we measure displacement

73 ms.LElem = 0.1; %preferred length of beam elements

74 ms.tipforce = false; %decide whether force is applied at tip or

base

75 ms.modeshapes = false; %calculate mode shapes or not

76 ms.patchinput = false; %input is patch disturbance

77 ms.plotstrain = false; %plot strain energy distribution

78 ms.constG = false; %use constant G' instead of varying G'
79
80
81 CLDpos = {[] ,[0.2772]}; %Position of CLD patches x/L

82 piezopos = {[] ,[0.0475]}; %Position of Piezo patches x/L

83 %CLDpos = {[] ,[0.65] , [0.43 0.65] ,[0.05 0.43 0.65]};

84 %piezopos = {[] ,[0.54] , [0.54] , [0.54]};

85 %CLDpos = {[]};

86 %piezopos = {[0.05 0.439 0.54 0.65] ,};

87 Legend = cell(size(CLDpos)); %store legend here

88 Lengend2 = cell (1,2* length(Legend)); %store legend for fb here

89 wpeak = cell(length(CLDpos) ,1); %store resonance peaks

90 wpeakfb = cell(1,length(CLDpos)); %store resonance peaks w/ fb

91 zeta = cell(size(wpeak)); %store damping ratio

92 zeta_fb = cell(size(wpeak)); %store damping ratio w/ fb

93 peakind = cell(size(zeta)); %store peak index here

94 nElem = zeros(length(CLDpos) ,1); %number of CLD elements

95 bodopt = bodeoptions;

96 bodopt.FreqUnits = 'Hz';
97 bodopt.XLim = {[1 1000]};

98 bodopt.MagUnits = 'dB';
99
100 %coverage = {['Piezo length: 10 %'],['Piezo length: 20 %'],['

Piezo length: 30 %'],['Piezo length: 40 %'], ['Piezo length:

50 %']};
101 fbsystems = cell(size(CLDpos)); %store damping ratios here w/ fb

102 ZETA = zeros(4,length(CLDpos)); %store CLD damping ratios

103 ms.mesheightcol = cell(size(CLDpos)); %measurement height for

collocated control

104
105 for i = 1: length(CLDpos)

106 ms.mesheightcol{i} = piezopos{i}*beam.L; %sensor collocated

with actuator

107 ms.mesheight = ms.mesheightcol{i}+0.01;

108 [mf ,sys ,sys_fb , U, mode_index , nEl , H_oi , lossfac , en_tot ,

en_cld , en_bb] = batchbeam(beam ,visc ,cl ,piez ,ms ,CLDpos{i},

piezopos{i}); %calculate and solve FEM model

109 nElem(i) = nEl;

110 peakind{i} = mode_index;

111 cldstr = string(CLDpos{i});
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112 %cldstr = string(coverage{i});

113 pstr = string(piezopos{i});

114 Legend{i} = join(['CLD position:' cldstr ';' 'Piezo position:

' pstr]);

115 fbsystems{i} = sys_fb;

116 %Legend{i} = join(['' cldstr ]);

117 if CLDpos{i} ~= 0

118 ZETA(:,i) = lossfac (1:4) *0.5;

119 end

120
121 figure (1) %plot system without fb

122 hold on

123 bode(mf ,bodopt)

124 grid on

125
126 if ~isempty(sys) && ~isempty(sys_fb)

127
128 figure (2) %plot system with fb

129 hold on

130 bod = bodeplot(gca ,sys(1,1),sys_fb (1,1),plotoptions);

131 [wn ,zet] = damp(sys(1,1));

132 wpeak{i} = wn;

133 zeta{i} = zet;

134 [wnfb ,zetafb] = damp(sys_fb (1,1));

135 wpeakfb{i} = wnfb;

136 zeta_fb{i} = zetafb;

137
138 end

139 end

140
141 %zeta calculated from loss factor which was calculated with

strain energies

142
143 figure (1)

144 legend(Legend ,'Fontsize ' ,14)
145 figure (2)

146 legend('Uncontrolled ','PPF','Fontsize ' ,12)
147
148 %% plot modeshapes for first three modes

149
150 if ms.modeshapes == true

151
152 v = cell(size(peakind));

153 nmodes = (1:3);

154 %get displacements at resonant freq (to plot mode shapes)

155 for i = 1: length(nmodes)

156
157 indx = peakind {1}(i); %gets the index of mode of interest

158 v{i} = real((U(:,indx)));

159 v{i} = v{i}(1:2: end)/beam.L;

160 figure (3)
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161 hold on

162 plot(v{i})

163 Leg{i} = join(['Mode ', string(i)]);

164
165
166 end

167 legend(Leg)

168 end

169
170 %% Section to plot strain energy distribution in the beam

171 if ms.plotstrain == true

172
173 %leg = zeros (3,1); %vector to contain legend

174 for i = 1:3

175
176 en = en_bb(:,i);

177 en = [en; 0];

178 x = (0: nElem)/nElem; %normalized beam length

179 xq = x(1) :0.001:x(end);

180 yinterp = pchip(x,en ,xq);

181 yinterp = yinterp/max(yinterp);

182 xcld1 = 0.425;

183 xcldend = (0.15)+xcld1;

184 xpiez = 0.325;

185 xpiezend = 0.1 + 0.325;

186 ptchidxp = (xq >=xpiez) & (xq <=xpiezend);

187 ptchidx = (xq >= xcld1) & (xq <=xcldend);

188 Leg{i} = join(['Mode ', string(i)]);

189 figure

190 plot(xq ,yinterp)

191 hold on

192 patch([xq(ptchidx) fliplr(xq(ptchidx))], [yinterp(ptchidx) zeros(

size(yinterp(ptchidx)))], [0.6 0.4 0.9], 'FaceAlpha ' ,0.3, '
EdgeColor ','none ')

193 patch([xq(ptchidxp) fliplr(xq(ptchidxp))], [yinterp(ptchidxp)

zeros(size(yinterp(ptchidxp)))], [0.01 0.01 0.1], 'FaceAlpha '
,0.3, 'EdgeColor ','none ')

194 title('Strain energy distribution ')
195 xlim ([0 1])

196 xlabel('Normalized beam length ')
197 ylabel('Normalized strain energy ')
198 legend(Leg{i},'CLD patch ','Piezo patch ')
199
200 end

201 end
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